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ABSTRACT 

     The accumulation of plastics in the oceans is a growing concern in the world today, as it causes 

harm to wildlife, and navigation hazards to ships.  The San Diego startup company, Clear Blue 

Sea (CBSea), is designing a Floating Robot for Eliminating Debris (FRED) to clean plastics out 

of the ocean.  FRED will autonomously collect garbage from the ocean, and when FRED is filled, 

it will offload its garbage to a manned mothership.   

     This thesis looks at CBSea’s options for mothership types, methods for FRED to dock with the 

mothership, and methods for the garbage to be transferred from FRED to the mothership. Four 

candidates were selected to be designed. The final recommendation is that CBSea eliminate the 

use of a mothership and sail FRED directly to a shore-based port.  When CBSea is more financially 

established, we recommend that they look further into using a heavylift ship to lift FRED or having 

FRED dock alongside a project heavylift ship and have the garbage bins removed by cranes.   
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NOMENCLATURE 

ATB – Articulated Tug-Barge 
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INTRODUCTION 

     Plastic pollution in the ocean has become a major problem in recent years due to the 

prevalence of plastic in our everyday lives and the amount produced each year. Only an 

estimated 10% of plastics are recycled, and nearly seven million tons of plastic makes its 

way into the ocean each year. Because plastic takes a very long time to biodegrade, the 

debris tends to accumulate in enormous atmospheric low-pressure zones in the oceans, 

known as gyres, and remaining there, creating a potential hazard to both navigation and 

wildlife. 

     The company Clear Blue Sea (CBSea) has proposed a solution to the problem where an 

autonomous debris collection vessel called a Floating Robot for Eliminating Debris 

(FRED) will be sent out to garbage patches in the ocean and will scoop the debris using 

conveyor belts. Once aboard FRED, the debris will be processed and stored for transport. 

When FRED is filled to capacity, it will dock with a manned mothership to offload trash 

and receive routine maintenance. The mothership will service multiple FREDs in an area 

and periodically return to shore to offload the collected debris to shore-based recycling 

plants. CBSea’s long term goal is to have several fleets of FRED-mothership groups 

deployed to the various ocean gyres to remove debris from the ocean.  

OBJECTIVE 

     The objective of this thesis is to evaluate alternatives and design several interface 

methods that allow FRED to dock to a mothership to offload trash and receive maintenance. 

This thesis will start with the preliminary design of several mothership/FRED/interface 

combinations and narrow the list down to four designs that will be expanded on in more 

detail. Once the list of designs is complete, each will be further developed, looking at both 
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the interface and FRED development. For the interface, the mechanism will be developed 

as well as an operations and maintenance plan. For FRED, principal characteristics, a 

general arrangement, the debris storage system, and any interface systems will be designed 

in sufficient detail to facilitate a comparative analysis. Once all designs are complete, an 

analysis will be performed based on four metrics CBSea has specified: safety, reliability, 

performance, and maintainability. This thesis will provide recommendations for CBSea.  

However, after they review it, they will choose the final design.   

BACKGROUND 

OCEAN PLASTIC PROBLEM 

     The current period of human history has been referred to as the Plastic Age by some, 

due to the prevalence of plastic production and use. The amount of plastic being produced 

has increased to about 300 million tons each year, and many estimates put the amount being 

recycled at only 10%. Of the plastic that is simply thrown away, an estimated seven million 

tons end up in the sea every year. At sea, plastics are low enough density that they float. 

However, studies have shown that the amount of plastic in the ocean has stayed relatively 

constant since the 1980s, leading to the theory that some unknown mechanism is removing 

plastic from the sea. Possible mechanisms suggested are nanofragmentation, biofouling, or 

shore deposition (Cozar). Due to the harsh ocean environment and sunlight, the plastic 

becomes brittle and fractures into smaller and smaller pieces. Plastic pieces in the ocean 

can generally be divided into three categories based on size, although the categories are 

poorly defined. The three categories are: Microplastics, typically ranging in size from 0.33 

mm to approximately 5 mm; mesoplastics, with a typical lower limit of 5 mm and no upper 

limit; and macroplastics, which have no standard lower limit. For one of the studies 
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reviewed, an upper boundary of 200 mm was set for mesoplastics, which also defined the 

lower limit for macro plastics. This size was chosen because it is the typical size of a 

disposable plastic water bottle (Eriksen). 

     Several studies have looked at the approximate number of particles and weight of plastic 

currently in the ocean. A typical method of measuring data is to perform a net tow at the 

surface of the ocean. The tows performed in one study used a mesh size of 0.33 mm towed 

at between 0.5-2 m/s for 15-60 minutes. The net was towed outside the vessel’s wake to 

avoid downwelling of plastic debris. Once the tow was concluded, pieces were sorted by 

size, counted, and weighed. From the weight collected, total pieces, and total distance 

covered by the tow, an approximate count and weight density per square kilometer was 

calculated. From the 680 tows completed, it was estimated that at least 5.25 trillion plastic 

particles are currently floating at sea, with approximately 55.6% in the Northern Atlantic 

and Pacific Oceans. In addition to directly measuring plastic concentrations in the ocean, 

the study attempted to create a model to track plastic particles. First, a hydrodynamic model 

was created to describe ocean circulation, and then particles were introduced to the field 

and allowed to move freely. The model was created using data collected from 1571 

locations. Each size category was run through the model separately, with microplastics 

being split into two categories, 0.33-1 mm and 1-4.75 mm. The results from the model are 

shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The density of pieces is given in particles/km2 for the first 

and grams/km2 for the second. When combined, the two microplastic categories account 

for 92.4% of the plastic particles in the ocean (Eriksen). 
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Figure 1. Plastic Density by Pieces (pieces/km^2) 

Source: Plastic Pollution in the World's Oceans: More than 5 Trillion Plastic Pieces 

Weighing over 250,000 Tons Afloat at Sea 

 

Figure 2. Plastic Density by Mass (grams/km2) 

Source: Plastic Pollution in the World's Oceans: More than 5 Trillion Plastic Pieces 

Weighing over 250,000 Tons Afloat at Sea 
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     Another study looked at 22 years of data collected in the northwest Atlantic and 

Caribbean Sea. Of all the net tows performed, 62% had detectable amounts of debris. 

Similarly, to the previous study, the number of pieces/km2 was calculated and plotted in 

Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Plastic Concentration Observed in the Northwestern Atlantic 

Source: Plastic Accumulation in the North Atlantic Subtropical Gyre 

     The largest amount of debris was collected in a tow from May 1997 that was equivalent 

to 580,000 pieces/km2. Comparatively low concentrations of plastic were found in tows 

close to land along the Florida coast, the Florida Keys, the Gulf of Maine, and the 

Caribbean Islands. The largest concentration was calculated to coincide with a convergence 

zone across the subtropical North Atlantic basin, where current velocities can decrease to 

less than 2 cm/s. The study concluded that there are no strong changes in the concentration 

of plastic over the region, although there was a large amount of annual variability in the 

high concentration region. A statistically significant increase was observed from 1990 to 
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2000, although this increase disappeared when the samples larger than 200,000 pieces/km2 

were removed. The survey estimates that the reason for the approximately constant 

concentration of plastic is that, while plastic pollution from land-based sources increased 

over the years sampled, international regulations have caused the pollution from ocean 

based sources to decrease. A map of the estimated concentration was produced and is 

provided in Figure 4. The black line indicates the convergence zone (Law). 

 

Figure 4. Plastic Concentration Estimated in the Northwestern Atlantic 

Source: Plastic Accumulation in the North Atlantic Subtropical Gyre 

     The large amount of plastic in the ocean has an impact on the ecosystems contained in 

the ocean. It has been reported that over 260 species, including invertebrates, turtles, fish, 

birds, and mammals, have ingested or become entangled in plastic debris. The results of 

the interactions between plastic debris and wildlife can be deadly, ranging from impaired 

movement and feeding, to reduced reproductive ability, to internal bleeding and death. 

Ingestion of plastic debris is the most common result of these interactions, due to plastics 
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being mistaken for food. For example, plastic bags look like jelly fish and plastics on the 

beach can be mistaken for animal bones by birds. Macroplastic consumption by seabirds 

has been measured and increased from 1960-1980, but has since stayed constant; 

however, microplastic ingestion has increased steadily. Microplastics that have been 

ingested often work their way into bodily tissues and can lead to internal wounds and 

blockage of the digestive tract leading to starvation, and can break down and release 

chemicals that result in impaired development and reproduction. Microplastics in the 

internals of animals can cause a decrease in the nutrients absorbed by decreasing the 

surface area available for nutrient absorption. Sea turtles are often particularly susceptible 

to injuries due to ingesting plastic debris. Plastic bags are mistaken for jellyfish that are 

some turtles’ food source and can cause death due the blocking of the esophagus. 

Another danger is discarded fishing line, which, when ingested, can be pulled at both 

ends by different parts of the digestive system, preventing food from moving through the 

digestive tract (Wabnitz). 

EXISTING FRED ARCHITECTURE AS OF OCTOBER 1, 2017 

     FRED is currently in a preliminary stage of concept design.  CBSea has created the 

following list of subsystems that will eventually be included in FRED’s complete design. 

(Gottdank, 2017).  

1. Vessel Platform 

o Hull 

o Deck 

o Physical Security 

o Docking Mechanism 
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2. Debris Collection Subsystem 

o Belt(s) 

o Booms 

o Bins 

3. Navigation Subsystem 

o Wing sails 

o GPS 

o Navigation Motors 

o Rudders 

4. Power Subsystem 

o Solar 

o Batteries 

o Wiring 

5. IT Platform 

o Physical Wireless Network 

o Server 

o Sensors 

o Database Management System (DBMS) 

o Security 

o Reporting 

o Other Apps 

     For part 2, the debris collection subsystem, it was concluded by CBSea that for the 

prototyping of FRED, the garbage collection system should utilize conveyor belts, rather 
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than forks and combs as was originally planned.  (de Sherbinin, 2017).  The original 

rendering of FRED can be found on CBSea’s website, www.clearbluesea.org, and is shown 

in Figure 5 below.  This was updated to show a conveyor-belt-based collection system, 

seen in Figure 6.  This thesis focuses on the docking mechanism subsystem under the part 

1, vessel platform.  While full design of FRED is not within the scope, this thesis does take 

into account that however FRED is designed, all of the listed subsystems need to fit into 

FRED’s general arrangement.    

 

Figure 5.  FRED Original Conceptual Rendering 

Source: www.clearbluesea.org 
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Figure 6. FRED Updated Conceptual Rendering 

     While FRED remains very open-ended from a design standpoint, CBSea has outlined 

requirements for FRED.  While these requirements are good guidelines, they are still 

somewhat flexible because only limited research has been done to confirm that the 

requirements are reasonable or practical.  Because of this flexibility, changes to the 

requirements can be proposed.  Changing the requirements as the project develops 

facilitates the discovery of creative solutions that address the problem in a way that the 

requirements did not take into account.  For example, one requirement is that FRED is 

capable of attaching to the freighter within one hour, and that FRED can be transferred 

onto the freighter within an additional hour.  While this time constraint is a can make sense 

as a guideline, we do not know if we will be using a freighter as a mothership, nor do we 

know if we will actually be transferring FRED onto the freighter.  There are many 

requirements provided, but the ones pertaining to this thesis are listed below: (Gottdank, 

2017). 

• Must be able to maintain ±3 meters dynamic positioning in the horizontal plane 

when approaching mothership to facilitate the interfacing process. 
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• Must allow for manual operation during the interfacing process.  This includes 

remote control from mothership and the ability to load personnel onto FRED for 

direct operation. 

• Mothership must have stable platform for FRED to sit on if FRED is loaded onto 

the deck. 

• FRED must have its garbage offloaded during the mothership exchange. 

• FRED must receive preventative and corrective maintenance while interfacing. 

• Must effectively store debris in bins on board FRED. 

• Must fill bins to 80% capacity with solid debris before returning to mothership. 

• Must drain seawater and aerate all bins. 

• Must use no fossil fuels. 

• Must be built out of as many off the shelf products as possible to increase reliability. 

• Must collect garbage at two to three knots. 

     For design, two FRED-size envelopes have been determined. These two envelopes have 

been decided on because a FRED that does not need to be placed on the mothership can be 

larger than one that needs to be lifted aboard somehow. The larger envelope is based on 

the size of the mothership. Averaging the parametric data given later in this report, an 

average beam of 27.7 m was calculated from the mothership possibilities that were 

determined.  When FRED is on the deck of the mothership, 3 m of space will be left on 

either side for equipment and personnel. When subtracted from the average beam, FRED 

has a maximum beam of 21.7 m. From CBSea, an aspect ratio of 2 was assumed, giving 

FRED a maximum length of 43.4 m.  The estimated lightship weight of FRED was then 

found to be 224 tonne, based on a parametric analysis using passenger catamarans.  The 
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parametric analysis can be seen in Figure 7.  The smaller FRED envelope is defined as 

approximately half the size of the large envelope, based on the average beam of OSV’s in 

Table 11, which is 18.9 m.  After applying an 3 m margin on each side, FRED will have a 

beam of 12.9 m, and a length of 25.8 m.  Based on the parametric analysis, the small FRED 

envelope has a weight of 76 MT.  It is important to note that these envelopes are not final 

designs.  They are simply two generalized cases that will be used to facilitate the 

comparative designs later in this report.  The final design of FRED will not be constrained 

to either of these envelopes.   

 

Figure 7.  Parametric Analysis for Estimating Weight of FRED 

EXISTING REFUSE COLLECTION METHODS 

     This section can be found in Appendix A. 
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MOTHERSHIP RESEARCH 

     This section can be found in Appendix B.  All information in this section was found in 

Ship Design and Construction Volume 2 by Lamb, T, 2004.   

INITIAL DOCKING CONCEPTS CONSIDERED 

     This section of the report focuses on the initial concepts considered for both the docking 

interface and the garbage offloading method. In addition, the possible mothership types for 

each docking method are chosen. Table 1 gives a list of the different interface methods and 

ships considered. The table is broken into columns for each stage of the interfacing process.  

A complete interface requires a solution from each column.  Each interface method is 

described in detail later in this section. Of note in the table is that, while containerships, 

dredges, tankers, fishing vessels, and catamarans were discussed in the background section, 

they were eliminated from consideration during this phase of the project. Dredges, tankers, 

and fishing vessels were eliminated due to the large amount of specialized equipment on 

each ship type that would need to be removed, making significant overhaul necessary that 

would not be feasible for CBSea’s purposes. Containerships were eliminated because, 

while the container holds would provide large garbage storage capacity, the lack of deck 

space over container holds would make securing FRED for maintenance and offloading 

operations more difficult.  The connection between Table 1 and the sections below is that 

interfaces between Level 2 and Level 3 are docking interfaces, while interfaces between 

Level 1 and Level 2 are garbage offloading interfaces.   
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Table 1. Breakdown of Interfacing Methods 

Level 1 (Garbage 

Offloading Method) 

Level 2 (FRED 

Docking Method) 

Level 3 (Mothership 

Possibilities) 

• Hopper to 

Conveyor belt 

• Suction (shred 

garbage and 

vacuum it up) 

• Gravity Feed 

• Scoop/grab 

• Lift (pick up 

compacted 

bales 

individually) 

• Removable 

bins 

 

• Dock alongside 

• Floodable 

cargo hold 

• Pallet 

• Bay/sheltered 

docking station 

• Ramp 

• Under 

catamaran 

• Lifted on board 

• Bulk Carrier 

• Multipurpose 

cargo ship 

• Fishing vessel 

• Barge & tugs 

• OSV 

• Heavy Lift 

• Catamaran 

 

 

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

DOCKING INTERFACES 

Dock Alongside 

     For this design, nearly any ship could work as the mothership, but the best choices 

would be a bulk carrier, multipurpose cargo ship, barge, or a small heavylift ship. This 

design is one of the most flexible in terms of FRED sizing, since it will not require FRED 

to be lifted on the deck of the ship. In addition, this arrangement will have the advantage 

that there won’t be any significant loads on the mothership that weren’t expected during 

its design, so it could be easier to find a ship to charter. The primary disadvantage of this 

design is that FRED would require a more advanced dynamic positioning system, because 

it would need to remain close to the hull for the entire offloading and maintenance process 

without bumping into the mothership and potentially damaging either ship. Another 

disadvantage is that, because FRED would be remaining in the water during maintenance, 
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exterior hull maintenance would require FRED to return to a drydock. Despite this second 

disadvantage, crew could still board FRED to perform interior maintenance. Most ships 

operate without performing exterior hull maintenance more than once every few years, so 

this requirement shouldn’t significantly affect FRED operations. 

     Two methods of garbage unloading would be looked at for design. First is that the 

garbage would be stored on FRED in removable bins. These bins would be lifted off FRED 

and onto the mothership during garbage offloading, using a crane on the mothership, so a 

chartered mothership would require a crane with enough capacity to lift a full bin. The 

crane would also require the precision to lower the bins back into place onboard FRED 

when the bins have been emptied. 

     The second method of garbage offloading would be for FRED to have offloading 

equipment such as a hydraulic lift onboard. This option would still require a crane on the 

mothership; however, the crane would not need the same precision or capacity as the 

equipment on FRED would be assisting with offloading. This would allow greater 

flexibility if chartering a ship, as there would be less restriction due to the crane.  

Floodable Cargo Hold 

     The floodable cargo hold concept involves using a mothership with watertight tanks or 

holds, and then opening that hold to the ocean.  If the tank is sealed internally, it can safely 

be opened to the ocean via hydraulic gates, and FRED could be floated in.  Once FRED is 

inside the hold, the gates could be closed, and the water could be pumped out.  As long as 

a stability analysis is done, this could be very effective.  The main issue with the concept 

is the retrofit work involved in making a hold open to the ocean.   
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     The two vessel types with the most potential for this design are tankers and the barge 

and tug combination.  These vessels are good options because they already have watertight 

tanks. Consequently, the retrofitting would only involve installing the hydraulic doors and 

a high flowrate ballast system.  The tank would also have to be outfitted with structure for 

FRED to land on and equipment to offload the garbage, but that is no different from any 

other design that brings FRED on deck.  A heavylift ship would be particularly viable as a 

mothership because it already has a robust ballast system, but it is not practical to modify 

a heavylift ship in this manner when it would be very effective at picking up FRED without 

modification.  Barges would be the easiest to retrofit because they are inherently simple 

vessels. Tankers could be more difficult because they have double hulls, but the double 

hull, alternatively, could be used to an advantage in design by nesting the hydraulic doors 

in the double hull.   

     FRED would be constrained in size by the dimensions of the tanks.  Most likely the 

tanks would not span more than half of the beam, to mitigate the free-surface effect.  If this 

is the case, however, the mothership could service two FREDs at once, using half-beam 

tanks that are symmetrical across the centerline.  Tankers and barges vary greatly in size, 

so the ultimate maximum size of FRED is not clearly defined.  Worth noting, however, is 

that FRED could be much bigger if the garbage bins detach from FRED and propel 

themselves into the mothership independently.  This would, however, add unnecessary 

complication to FRED’s design.   

Pallet 

     The pallet design consists of a platform that is extended from the stern or side of the 

mothership that allows FRED to maneuver over the platform before lifting out of the water. 
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The pallet design would be made using a barge/tug combination, because the simplicity of 

a barge will allow for easier modifications. In this design, FRED will be limited in beam 

by the width of the platform. For a platform that extends from the side, this will be slightly 

less than the beam of the mothership, while for a platform extending from the stern, this 

will depend on the weight of FRED and the moment the platform can support. The platform 

move using a pair of rack and pinion systems to facilitate motion in both the vertical and 

horizontal directions. This design has the advantage of removing FRED from the water to 

allow for maintenance of the exterior hull. 

     During docking, the platform will be extended at its lowest point, and FRED will 

maneuver over the top of the platform. Once FRED is in position, the platform will raise 

up out of the water and lock in place. The height out of the water is to be determined based 

on the typical sea state that docking will take place in. Once FRED is in place, crew from 

the mothership will secure FRED to the platform before performing maintenance and 

garbage offloading. 

     Two significant issues that face the pallet design will need to be addressed later in the 

design phase. The first issue is that the pallet will require significant interior space in the 

hull of the mothership while stowed. This is addressed by the usage of a barge mothership 

for this design, as barges typically have mostly tanks and void space in the interior. While 

the mothership choice addresses this fact, the mothership chosen will need to be capable 

of loading enough ballast and fuel for operation. The second significant issue is slamming 

of the pallet while it is extended. The extended pallet will provide a large flat area that will 

experience significant forces in the event of slamming. In looking further at the design, the 
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maximum sea state for docking operations will need to be defined so that the required 

height of the pallet while loaded can be calculated. 

Bay in Stern 

     Short of finding a specialized vessel which already has the appropriately shaped bay in 

the stern, a barge would be the most logical choice because its inherent simplicity would 

make it easiest to convert.  The stern would need to be re-shaped to have a U-shaped bay 

which would safely dock FRED.  The docking would work in the same way that a tug 

hooks up to a barge in an ATB, but the bay would have to be shaped differently to 

accommodate FRED, meaning the bay would have to be custom built.  The only other 

alternative would be to design FRED to fit perfectly into an existing ATB, and the tug 

could undock to allow FRED to dock.  Figure 8 below shows a typical ATB where FRED 

would replace the tug during docking. 
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Figure 8. Typical ATB 

Source: http://www.vesselrepair.com/bludworth-cook-marine-atbs.html 

     Aside from the modifications to the barge, or possibly to the design of FRED, this 

interaction would function the same as if FRED docked alongside, as that is essentially 

what this is, but with a more secure but expensive docking mechanism.  The size of FRED 

would be limited to whatever the custom designed stern bay of the barge is sized to.  

Alternatively, FRED could be designed to be shaped like a tug, and fit into an existing stern 

bay in a barge.  This would be extremely limiting on FRED’s design, although it would 

eliminate the need for barge modifications, excluding necessary deck machinery such as 

cranes.   
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Ramp 

     While it is possible to install a ramp on many types of ships, this section focuses on the 

vessel types listed earlier that are considered a good match.  These vessels are multipurpose 

cargo ships, heavylift ships, and the barge/tug combination.  The former two are chosen 

because some ships under that category already have stern ramps; the latter is chosen 

because it is a simple vessel so modifications would be relatively easy.   

     A heavylift ship of the “dock ship” sub category would probably be the most viable 

because of the size of the ramp.  Heavylift ships in general are a more logical choice for 

applying a stern ramp because most of them are designed to partially submerge, so there is 

no risk of flooding while using the ramp at sea.  However, for the same reason, they are 

less practical because if the ship can submerge, there is no reason to not simply float FRED 

on instead of using a ramp.  Despite this conflict of purpose, dock ships are the most logical 

option.  Project cargo ships are also a viable option, but are more similar to multipurpose 

cargo ships under this lens because they are not submersible.  Dock ships tend to have a 

beam of around 25 m, while project cargo ships tend to have a beam of around 20 m.  These 

beams, although variable from ship to ship, would be the upper limit for the beam of FRED 

because FRED would have to fit up the ramp, which will not be any wider than the ship, 

and usually is narrower.  Figure 9 below shows a typical dock ship with a ramp. 
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Figure 9. Dock Ship with Ramp 

Source: http://www.combi-lift.net/fleet/combi-dock-type.html 

     Multipurpose cargo ships are ranked second in terms of potential usefulness because 

their stern ramp typically does not span the whole stern, and because it could be very 

dangerous to use said stern ramp at sea.  These types of vessels, if they have a ramp, are 

essentially partial Ro-Ro vessels, and are not designed to be opened up at sea.  However, 

the concept could be modified for safety.  The beam of multipurpose cargo ships tend to 

be around 25 m, so the maximum beam of FRED would most likely be half of that at best.  

Figure 10 below shows an example of a multipurpose cargo ship with a ramp.  Note how 

the ramp does not span the full beam.   
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Figure 10. Multipurpose Cargo Ship with Ramp 

Source: http://shipfax.blogspot.com/2015/01/where-have-all-con-ros-gone-part-1.html 

     The use of an ATB would not be practical because they have a faired shape in the bow 

and a bay in the stern for a tug.  A side ramp would be possible, but stability issues could 

arise from this.  A bow ramp on an ATB could be done, but it would be difficult.  At 

reduced propulsive efficiency, but lower start up cost, a modified box barge could be used, 

where a hydraulic ramp is installed on the stern, and it is tugged from the bow.  This might 

have limited operability in rough seas.  Barges come in many sizes, so there is flexibility 

in the size of FRED.  

     Although not mentioned as primary options, a fishing vessel or OSV could also be 

retrofitted with a stern ramp.  The main benefit to this is these vessels are already equipped 

with powerful winches that could pull FRED up the ramp.  If one of these ships were used, 

FRED would be limited to 20 m wide at most, and more likely less than 15 m.  Both of 
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these vessels would also require overhaul of their storage space to better accommodate 

garbage.   

     There are four ways in which FRED can move up the ramp, some of which work better 

with certain vessel types.  One way would be to use a winch, which would be the best 

solution on any vessel that already has a winch.  The winch would simply pull FRED up 

the ramp.  Another way would be for the ramp to have a conveyor belt built into it.  This 

might be difficult to do on a vessel that already has a ramp, but if the ramp is being installed 

retro-actively, it could be designed with a belt built into it.   

     The last two possibilities involve modifications to FRED rather than to the mothership.  

The first of these requires that FRED have retractable wheels and drives up the ramp.  The 

second is the same concept of driving up the ramp, but FRED would have modular self-

propelled bins that could detach.  This would allow for FRED to drop off its bins and get 

refilled with empty bins immediately, reducing docking time.  However, this solution is 

more complicated and there are more points of failure.  FRED would need a mechanism 

that lifts the bins out of the hull, or otherwise detaches them while maintaining its own 

stability.  The bins would also be much more expensive and complex, and would also need 

to be independently stable.  The mothership would need to have storage for spare empty 

bins.  Alternatively, FRED could have its own extra bins and reload itself at sea.  This 

could be achieved by having bins nested within bins, like a Russian doll, or by having bins 

that fold or collapse like a pizza box.   

     The following is a list of design factors that would have to go into a ramp, especially 

for a retrofit.   

• Stability better if on bow or stern 
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• Must be stable if flooded while operating at sea 

• Need hydraulic actuating equipment 

• Need a conveyor belt, winch, or self-driving FRED to get FRED on board 

• Need deck space  

• Beam of FRED cannot exceed ramp width unless using modular garbage bins 

• Must be able to support FRED’s weight 

Ultimately the ramp option would be most ideal with a heavylift ship, but it would make 

more sense to use a heavylift ship with its float on/float off purpose.  Using a ramp would 

at best be a backup option if a heavylift ship cannot be acquired, and the other possible 

vessels can then be considered. 

Lift on Board 

     Lifting FRED directly on board would involve a crane or a forklift, so it is most logical 

to primarily consider vessels that already have cranes installed.  Ships of this nature include 

bulk carriers, multipurpose cargo ships, and smaller heavylift ships. Also under 

consideration is the barge/tug combination because the simplicity of a barge would make 

it relatively simple to retrofit a crane or lift and related support structure.  Backup options 

include fishing vessels and OSV’s, but they would essentially entail the same issues as the 

primary three options, but with more stringent size limitations on FRED, and more 

excessive conversion costs due to cargo space conversion.  It is worth noting that no matter 

what vessel is used, stability of the vessel while lifting FRED up its side is a major concern 

and would need to be analyzed. 

     If a bulk carrier were used, FRED would have to sit on a hatch cover, and unload its 

cargo into an adjacent hold.  The hatch covers on some heavylift ships can handle 3.5 t/m2, 
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but since bulk carrier hatch covers are not designed for large loads, a reinforced or 

redesigned hatch cover may be necessary to support FRED.  FRED would be limited in 

size to a typical Bulk Carrier beam between 30 and 45 m.  The size of FRED would also 

be limited by the crane capacity.  The cranes on bulk carriers are generally only for 

handling small cargo, whether with scoops, or with a grabbing mechanism.  Since these 

cranes could prove too small, larger cranes might have to be installed, but at least there is 

existing support structure for the cranes already in the vessels.   

     If a multipurpose cargo ship were used, FRED could sit on a hatch cover, but there is 

also a chance that the ship will have open deck space above any ro-ro decks, so it depends 

on the ship.  FRED would be limited in size by the typical cargo ship beam, which is around 

20 m.  While most cranes on these ships are only designed for 40’ shipping containers, 

some vessels have heavy lifting derricks that can handle hundreds of tons.   

     If a small heavylift ship were used, FRED could sit on watertight hatch covers.  Project 

cargo ships have a typical beam of around 20 m, while dock ships have a typical beam of 

around 25 m.  The cranes on project cargo ships, if working in pairs, can lift up to 1600 t.  

These cranes, unlike those of bulk carriers and multipurpose cargo ships, would most likely 

not need to be replaced with a stronger crane.  For dock cargo ships, it would likely be 

more practical to use the float on/float off method of larger heavylift ships since many of 

them are semi-submersible.   

     The vessels mentioned above all have cranes.  It might also be possible to lift FRED on 

board with a forklift type device.  This would work similarly to the “pallet” option 

discussed earlier, where FRED is lifted up to deck level with a platform, and so will not be 

discussed here.   
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     For FRED to be lifted by a crane, it would need additional structure overall and at the 

lifting points.  FRED would most likely need some sort of structure built on top of it that 

the crane could grab on to.  Alternatively, FRED could have hefty pad eyes on each corner, 

and laborers could physically board FRED and hook a crane cable to each pad eye.  

Heavylift  

     This concept for FRED operation is to simply charter or purchase an oceangoing 

heavylift ship to lift FRED out of the water for maintenance and garbage offloading. This 

would require minor modifications, such as the addition of a place to store offloaded 

garbage and the equipment for garbage offloading. The major restriction on FRED design 

is the beam of the heavylift ship. Because the deck of a heavylift is designed for lifting 

other ships, the maximum beam of FRED could be similar to the full beam of the 

mothership. Based on the typical beam of heavylift ships given in Table 15, the beam of 

FRED could be anywhere from 30 to 40m, depending on the heavylift ship chosen. 

     Docking for this design would be typical for a heavylift ship. The ship ballasts to below 

FRED’s draft and then FRED maneuvers over the submerged deck. Once FRED is in place, 

the ship deballasts and FRED is secured by the crew. Since the operation is typical for a 

heavylift ship, it could be easier to find crew with experience for this docking method than 

a more exotic interface. 

Go Directly to Shore 

     This concept for FRED operation completely removes the need for a mothership by 

expanding the capability of FRED, allowing it to sail to a dock when it is full and directly 

offload trash to shore based recycling plants. This method is one of the most flexible 

options, as the size limits on FRED would likely be much larger, but it is also a much more 
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challenging option in that the design requirements for FRED would likely need to be 

expanded. One of the most important factors to consider is that FRED would have long 

periods of transit in this configuration and would not be in positions of the largest garbage 

concentrations for large portions of its time. This can be addressed with several different 

methods, and a combination of the methods would likely be used in the final design. Each 

design focuses on increasing the amount of garbage FRED can collect per year in order to 

make it comparable to other designs.  Issues with automation would also have to be 

addressed.  Most likely, when approaching a port, FRED would have to be boarded by a 

pilot to navigate it safely through the harbor.   

     The first method of decreasing the losses to garbage collection would be to significantly 

increase the size of FRED. While there are likely limits on FRED size based on what port 

it is using, these limits are likely much larger than those on FRED designs that must be 

lifted on a ship. Because of the vessel’s large size, FRED would spend a greater amount of 

time gathering trash, proportionally decreasing the amount of time FRED will be in transit. 

If FRED can be made large enough, it should be able to stay comparable to other designs. 

     The second method of increasing the viability of this design is to simply increase the 

design speed of FRED. While FRED would still travel at the same speed while gathering 

trash, a higher design speed would decrease the transit time FRED would experience. A 

faster FRED could still gather a comparable amount of trash to other designs. This method, 

as well as method one would likely be the easiest to work with, as both would be addressed 

during FRED design and can be much more easily worked around. 

     A third method would be to operate FRED closer to shore to decrease the distance FRED 

will need to cover during its transit. This method would limit FRED’s capability, however, 
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as the most significant concentrations of plastic in the ocean tend to be in the open ocean. 

This could work for an interim solution, such as a proof of concept FRED, but should not 

be used for a final design as it would unreasonably limit FRED’s capability. 

     A final method that would increase this design’s capability would be to transit back to 

shore through more densely concentrated areas of trash. This method would be the most 

difficult to implement, as it would require some combination of an accurate statistical 

model to predict where the largest concentrations of trash are, periodic measurements of 

concentrations using a method like the tows performed in current studies to keep the model 

up to date, and active route programming of FRED to make sure it is transiting through the 

most concentrated areas of trash. It is unlikely that there will be a continuous route of highly 

concentrated areas, so FRED will likely transit at higher speeds through areas of lower 

concentration, slowing when it reaches areas of high concentration to continue collection. 

     For this design, methods one and two of increasing the design viability would both be 

implemented in the final design of FRED. Method three would likely be used as a 

temporary solution while the model for method four is developed. Method three will 

probably be used for any design of FRED when it is being prototyped to make sure FRED 

is capable of functioning, while allowing easier access to FRED in case of any issues. 

Catamaran 

     The method of lifting FRED onboard using a catamaran is similar to that of the pallet 

concept detailed in an earlier section. The distance between side hulls of the parent ship 

would determine the maximum beam of FRED, as well as the degree of dynamic 

positioning that both ships have and any margins added for safety of both ships and the 

crew. This constraint is more restrictive than similar restriction for other docking methods, 
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as an error in maneuvering during docking could cause a collision of FRED and the 

mothership, potentially damaging both ships and risking the lives of the crew. However, 

this constraint is also easier to work around, as a purpose-built catamaran mothership could 

be designed around the final design of FRED, and the side hull spacing could be chosen 

based on the beam of FRED.  

     For docking, the catamaran would lower a platform from the structure between the hulls 

into the water, submerging the platform to below the draft of FRED. FRED would then sail 

onto the ramp and the ramp would be lifted to the point where FRED is supported by the 

ramp rather than the buoyant force. At this point, crew from the mothership would board 

the ramp and secure FRED to the ramp before the platform is lifted onto the deck.  

     This method of docking has several considerations to the mothership design that would 

have to be considered in the design of the mothership. Because of the hole where the 

platform is located, the structure between the hulls would no longer be continuous, and 

there would be stress concentrations fore and aft of the platform. In order to deal with this 

issue, large structure would have to be added to support the loads on the deck. This structure 

could be estimated with hand calculations; however, it would most likely require a Finite 

Element Analysis (FEA) for final design to calculate the stress more accurately and make 

sure there aren’t any significant stress concentrations in the final design. Another 

significant issue that would need to be addressed is the platform itself. A reasonable 

estimate of FRED’s deadweight would need to be calculated in order to determine the 

lifting force required. The platform will be supported by four columns or trusses that are 

extended and retracted by a rack and pinion or hydraulic ram system. This system would 

be similar to that on the legs of a jackup vessel as seen in Figure 11. From experience with 
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the design of the vessel shown, a column design would be more likely to use a hydraulic 

ram lifting system, while a truss would be more likely to use a rack and pinion. Hand 

calculations could be performed on a column based structure, but FEA would be required 

for a truss design. 

 

Figure 11. Wind Turbine Installation Vessel American Wind 

     A catamaran mothership design would require a ship to be specifically built for this 

purpose, so the concept will not make a good design for the initial phases of FRED 

operation. However, it may make sense to design a catamaran mothership in the future 

when FRED’s design has been finalized and the operation of FRED begins to turn a profit. 

GARBAGE OFFLOADING INTERFACES 

Hopper to Conveyor Belt 

     The concept of dumping garbage through a hopper at the base of a hold and onto a 

conveyor belt, is borrowed from a method of cargo handling used by bulk carriers.  While 
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this method could be used by a bulk-carrier mothership for transferring garbage to shore, a 

similar system could be installed on FRED for transferring garbage to the mothership.  This 

would require there to be space beneath FREDs garbage bins with conveyor belts.  The 

bottom of each bin would have a hydraulic gate, and, upon opening, it would pour garbage 

into a hopper feeding a conveyor belt.  This belt would come out from under the bin and 

up to the deck of FRED.  The question remaining is whether the remainder of the conveyor 

belt is installed as a component of FRED or as an installation on the mothership.   

     This method of garbage removal could work with almost any interface method, but it 

would be most practical for interface methods where FRED is on or inside the mothership, 

rather than docked alongside.  This is because if FRED is docked alongside, the conveyor 

belt would have to be very long and flexible.  Rather than doing this, it would be more 

practical to wed the conveyor belt on FRED with some other mechanism, such as a crane 

with a bucket that gets filled by the belt, to avoid having a long and fragile conveyor belt.  

However, if FRED is on the deck, this method could easily be used with only a small 

additional conveyor belt on FRED or on the mothership.   

Suction 

     This idea is dependent on the garbage being shredded to a consistent small size.  For 

this to be done, FRED would have to be outfitted with a shredder, or possibly multiple 

shredders, which would cause added complexity and power consumption.  This would also 

require an immense amount of power from the mothership since it would need essentially 

a giant vacuum. 

     The benefit to this is its flexibility, as it is potentially compatible with every mothership 

to FRED interface method.  The mothership would need to be outfitted with a powerful 
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vacuum pump, but this pump could be located wherever on the ship is convenient because 

the piping/ducting can be run to wherever necessary.  The ducting would need to eventually 

connect to a wide flexible hose which could be lowered into any of FRED’s garbage bins 

and then garbage would be pumped through the ducting and into the mothership’s holds.  

Aside from the installation of this system onto the mothership, no modifications would 

need to be made to the vessel itself.   

     Another concern is how the garbage would be properly stored on FRED.  If it is 

shredded, it would settle down more compactly and effectively increase FRED’s storage 

capacity, but the increased density could make proper water drainage and ventilation of the 

garbage more difficult.  These are issues that must be addressed with garbage bin design.  

Ventilation is necessary to prevent dangerous gas buildup in the storage holds.   

Gravity Feed 

     Dumping garbage directly from FRED into the mothership’s hold is only possible if 

FRED is on the deck of the mothership.  This means this method only works with the ramp, 

lift on board, heavylift, and catamaran interfacing methods.  The gravity feed method could 

work in one of two ways.  The first possibility is if FRED sits next to an open cargo hold, 

and a hydraulic arm tips a garbage bin over, emptying it into the hold.  The second 

possibility is if FRED sits over an opening in a cargo hold, and a hydraulic gate opens up 

the bottom of FRED and the respective bin and empties that bin into the hold.  Both of 

these methods could be complex to actuate on FRED, but this is otherwise a very simple 

and effective way of transferring garbage.   
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Scoop 

     The scoop method of offloading trash from FRED is one of the simplest. A crane aboard 

the mothership is fitted with a claw that allows the train to pick up large amounts of trash 

and transfer it to the hold aboard the mothership. Similar cranes are often used for handling 

scrap metal and trash on land and can be used for offloading bulk carriers at ports, so the 

mothership could be fitted with a claw fairly simply and with minimal cost, as long as the 

ship’s structural design will allow it. A similar claw can be seen in Figure 12. Such a claw 

would likely be either mechanically or hydraulically operated, which would be decided in 

detailed design later in the project. 

 

Figure 12. Scrap Metal Handling Train 

Source: http://seramgroup.com/applications/scrap/scrap-handling/?lang=en 

     This method could work for any of the docking methods but would be best for when 

FRED is onboard the mothership. This is because it is possible for trash to fall out of the 

http://seramgroup.com/applications/scrap/scrap-handling/?lang=en
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claw, so it would be best for the trash to fall out on deck rather than into the ocean. It could 

still work for methods where FRED is not aboard the mothership, but precautions would 

have to be taken in case of trash falling out of the claw.  

Lift 

     The lift method of removing trash from the bin is very similar to the scoop method; 

however, in this method, the trash is compacted into bales before being removed. Trash 

compactors can be purchased from a wide variety of vendors and so would be fairly easy 

to obtain to install on FRED. Figure 13 shows a typical garbage compactor. However, 

FRED would have a lower capacity due to the installation of an extra piece of equipment 

and would also have to generate more power from the solar cells to run the compactor. 

 

Figure 13. Industrial Trash Compactor 

Source: http://www.marathonequipment.com/sites/default/files/rj-250sc-green-

compactor-lifter.jpg 

http://www.marathonequipment.com/sites/default/files/rj-250sc-green-compactor-lifter.jpg
http://www.marathonequipment.com/sites/default/files/rj-250sc-green-compactor-lifter.jpg
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     Most recycling plants sort the materials before compacting them into bales of trash, so 

the bales aboard FRED would have to be broken apart at the recycling plant for the sorting 

of plastic types. While it could be possible to sort the materials aboard FRED before 

compacting them, doing so would require a large amount of space aboard FRED and even 

more power. In addition, most recycling plants require manning for certain steps in the 

sorting process, so a sorting process wouldn’t be possible without adding a crew to FRED. 

A sorting line could theoretically be added to the mothership, but it would likely be 

infeasible.  

Removable Bins 

     The removable bins method is another simple method of offloading. The garbage bins 

on FRED would be locked into place during routine FRED operations. During docking and 

offloading, the locking mechanism would be released, and a crane would be used to lift the 

bins aboard the mothership. Two methods of utilizing removable bins are possible; 

however, the first is the more feasible solution. The first way would be to remove the bins 

from FRED and then dump the trash from the bins into the hold. Once the bin is empty, it 

would be put back onto FRED and locked back into place. This method is much more 

feasible, but has the possibility of accidentally losing some of the trash overboard if the 

dumping system is designed poorly or the operation is occurring in a higher sea state. The 

second option would be to use the bins similar to those aboard a containership. Once the 

bins on FRED are full, they would be closed and could be stacked on the mothership like 

containers in a containership, and then new bins could be placed on FRED from the 

mothership. While this method would have a lower likelihood of losing trash overboard, it 

would require a large number of extra bins to be made to be able to supply FREDs until 
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the mothership returns to shore to offload the garbage to shore-based recycling plants. This 

method of offloading would work best with methods of docking where FRED is not 

brought aboard the mothership since other methods of garbage offloading would be more 

effective while FRED is aboard the mothership. 

INITIAL CONCEPT COMPARISON 

     The comparison was performed by creating a rubric with point values assigned by level 

of relative importance based on discussion with CBSea. The docking methods and garbage 

offloading methods were analyzed in two separate rubrics in order to determine which 

interfaces were the best. Once each interface was graded on the rubric, a matrix of 

combinations between docking techniques and garbage offloading techniques was created 

to determine which combinations could reasonably work together. For each docking 

method then, the most effective garbage offloading method was chosen of the possibilities 

that could work. The categories in each rubric is explained in further detail in the following 

section.  The decision matrices mentioned are shown in the next section, titled Decision 

Matrices.   

SAFETY 

Personnel 

     Personnel safety takes into account the safety of the crew aboard the mothership. This 

includes the possibility of any large suspended loads, such as FRED being lifted during the 

lift docking interface or the garbage bins in the removable bins method of garbage 

offloading. For this category, the higher the number given, the safer the system is 

considered. This category was given a score of 12, because safety of the crew was seen to 

be an important aspect of any design.  
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Mothership 

     Mothership safety considers the possibility of damage to the mothership occurring in 

the event of a failure during the docking and offloading process. Cases with large 

suspended loads or the mothership and FRED sitting next to each other for long periods of 

time will have a higher risk of damaging the mothership, so they would have a 

correspondingly lower score. For this category, the higher the score, the less likely damage 

to the mothership is. This category is given a total of 5 points, as the mothership can be 

repaired usually if it is damaged.  

FRED 

     FRED safety is nearly the same as mothership safety, but takes into account the 

possibility of damage to FRED in the event of a failure during the docking or unloading 

process. For this category, the higher the score, the less likely damage to FRED is. This 

category is given a total of 5 points, as FRED can be repaired if damaged. 

Environment 

     Environmental safety takes into account the possibility of losing garbage overboard into 

the ocean. This is undesirable, as the mission of CBSea is to clean up the ocean without 

causing any harm or pollution. While trash lost overboard could be retrieved with FRED, 

it is considered better to not need to do this. For this category, the higher the score, the less 

likely trash is to fall overboard. This category is given a total of 10 points, as not damaging 

the environment is one of CBSea’s goals. 
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RELIABILITY 

Custom versus Commercial Products 

     Custom versus Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) takes into account how much of the 

interface system will require custom design and building, as opposed to using available 

commercial products, which are likely to be cheaper and more reliable. A higher score in 

this category means that the interface requires less custom parts and design. This category 

was given 6 points, as custom parts can be required, but would be less desirable than 

commercial parts. 

Sea State 

     Sea state takes into account the largest sea state that docking and garbage offloading 

operations will be able to take place in. If FRED needs to stay close to the mothership for 

long periods of time or requires calm seas to keep the garbage bins flat for offloading 

operations to occur, it is undesirable. A higher score in this category means operations can 

occur in higher sea states. This category was given 5 points, since sea state can be judged 

easily during operations and operations can be halted if the sea state becomes too high, 

losing only time. 

Dynamic Positioning Required 

     Dynamic positioning required takes into account the level of dynamic positioning that 

FRED will need in order to preform docking operations as well as the length of time FRED 

will be required to maintain position. A higher score means a lower level of dynamic 

positioning is required and for a shorter time, which is desirable because it means the 

propulsion system aboard FRED can be less complex and require less power. This category 
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was given 6 points, because dynamic positioning is an important consideration, but it can 

be worked around if required.  

PERFORMANCE 

Cost and Mothership Modifications 

     How much the interface costs can be broken down into the cost of the interface 

components on the mothership, and the cost of the components on FRED.  This category 

encompasses both.  The number of modifications required on the mothership heavily 

influences the cost, as opposed to having a ship with the interfacing system already 

installed.  This category is assigned 11 points. For the docking interfaces portion, the costs 

considered are those for mothership modifications for docking, and alterations to FRED 

design for docking.  For the garbage interfaces portion, the cost considered is any 

equipment needed for the transfer of garbage.   

Timely 

     When considering the docking interfaces, timeliness is defined as how long it takes to 

dock FRED to the mothership, from when it approaches the ship, to when it is ready to 

offload garbage.  When considering garbage interfaces, timeliness is considered to be setup 

time for preparing the offloading of garbage.  This category was given a weight of 14 

points.  The more timely a method is, the higher the score.   

Capacity 

     Capacity of a docking interface is how large FRED is allowed to be, given the interface 

method.  The larger FRED can be, the better the score, because the larger FRED is, the less 

often it must return to the mothership.  This also results in design constraints on FRED that 

are easier to work with.  The capacity of the garbage interface is considered to be the rate 
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at which garbage can be transferred, as opposed to the setup time considered under 

timeliness.  The faster the garbage can be transferred the better the score.  This category is 

given a weight of 12 points.   

MAINTAINABILITY 

Ease of Maintenance 

     Ease of maintenance for the docking interface includes how easy it is to maintain the 

interfacing equipment, as well as how much maintenance of FRED can be done while 

interfacing.  For example, a method that involves docking next to the mothership provides 

less opportunity from routine maintenance of FRED.  In a method where FRED can be 

brought on board, FRED can experience much more routine maintenance, which is 

beneficial.  Ease of maintenance for the garbage interface simply includes how easy it is to 

maintain the equipment needed for exchanging the garbage.  The easier the maintenance 

is, and the more maintenance that can be regularly performed on FRED, the better the 

score.  This category is given a weight of 7 points.   

Frequency of Maintenance 

     Frequency of maintenance refers to how often maintenance is required on the 

interfacing equipment for a given interface with the docking interface relating to docking 

equipment and the garbage interface relating to garbage transfer equipment.  This category 

is weighted with 7 points.   

DECISION MATRICES 

Primary Matrices 

     The comparison of design possibilities is done by separating the designs into two 

categories: the docking interfaces, and the garbage handling interfaces.  A separate decision 
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matrix was made for each.  The docking interface matrix is provided in Table 2. Docking 

Interface Decision Matrix and enabled the elimination of five design possibilities, leaving 

four remaining possibilities.  The garbage interface matrix, Table 3, provided obvious 

reason for the elimination of one design possibility.  The remaining designs from each 

matrix are then mapped against each other in the following section to arrive at a final set 

of four design possibilities.   

Table 2. Docking Interface Decision Matrix 

 

Table 3. Garbage Handling Interface Decision Matrix 

 

 

Dock Alongside Floodable Cargo Hold Pallet Bay in Stern Ramp Lift on Board Heavylift Shore Catamaran

Safety Personnel 12 7 11 11 10 11 6 12 11 11

Mothership 5 3 2 0 3 4 2 4 5 0

FRED 5 3 4 3 3 3 2 4 3 0

Environment 10 5 10 6 5 8 7 8 6 8

32

Reliability Custom vs COTS 6 5 0 0 0 4 5 5 5 0

Under High Sea State 5 0 0 1 2 1 2 1 4 0

DP required 6 1 2 3 2 4 4 4 1 1

17

Performance Cost & Mothership Mods 11 8 2 3 0 6 5 8 10 0

Timely 14 11 9 10 7 7 9 5 3 12

Capacity 12 11 4 4 8 4 1 10 11 5

37

Maintainability Ease of Maintenance 7 1 5 3 3 5 7 7 6 5

Frequency of Maintenance 7 7 4 4 6 5 6 6 5 3

14

100 62 53 48 49 62 56 74 70 45

Eliminated Designs x x x x x
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     The dock alongside scored poorly in the safety category because of risk involved in 

having FRED constantly moving in relation to the mothership.  There is also an issue with 

the fact that garbage, as well as equipment and maintenance personnel, would have to travel 

to FRED via crane.  This option scored moderately in the reliability category.  This is 

because it uses only COTS, increasing mechanical reliability, but requires a much dynamic 

positioning and cannot operate in a high sea state.  This method scored well in the 

performance category because it is cost effective, requires little time to dock up, and does 

not limit the size of FRED.  This method scored poorly in maintainability because the low 

frequency of required maintenance was outweighed by how difficult such maintenance 

would be to perform.  This design tied for the third highest score; therefore it is not 

eliminated from consideration.   

     The floodable cargo hold option scored well in safety because the safety of personnel 

and the environment are prioritized.  There is little risk to personnel because they will not 

be in the cargo hold while it is being flooded, and there are no suspended loads.  The risk 

to the environment is low because no garbage can escape the hold once it encloses FRED.  

The risk to the mothership, however, is high because of possible loss of stability and 

collisions with FRED.  This method scored poorly in reliability because it would require a 

large number of custom components, be inoperable in a high sea state, and require great 

dynamic positioning capabilities in FRED.  This design scored poorly in performance 

because of the extensive mothership modifications required and the size limitations 

imposed on FRED.  This design scored moderately in maintainability because while it is 

possible to service FRED while inside the floodable hold, it would not be as accessible as 

it would be if FRED were on deck.  Ultimately, this design scored somewhat poorly and 
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was eliminated based on the score as well as the concerning practical issues with modifying 

a mothership to flood a cargo hold to the open ocean.   

     The pallet design scored poorly in all categories. While it is safe for personnel operating 

it at a distance, it is not very safe for the mothership because of issues of stern slamming 

with the pallet as well as possibility of FRED sliding on the pallet while being lifted.  The 

design is not reliable based on the large number of custom components, inoperability in 

high sea state, and large amounts of dynamic positioning required.  The system does not 

perform well because of costs of mothership modifications and because of the limitations 

imposed on FRED’s size.  The system did not score well in maintainability because, while 

it may be a simple system, it is large and very prone to damage from waves and routine 

operations.   

     The bay-in-stern design scored poorly in most categories. While safe for personnel due 

to the lack of suspended loads, there is the possibility of FRED slamming into the 

mothership during high seas, causing damage to either ship. In addition, the lack of a 

covered space for transferring garbage means that the possibility of losing garbage 

overboard during transfer is higher. Because a barge would need to be specially modified 

to have a bay that could receive FRED, this design would require a large amount amount 

of modification to the mothership. Because FRED needs to physically dock in the bay, a 

low sea state and high level of dynamic positioning would be required. Since FRED would 

not be completely out of the water, this limits the amount of exterior hull maintenance that 

could be performed. Due to its low score, this design was eliminated.  

     The ramp design scored well in the safety category, as a lack of suspended loads lowers 

the risk to the crew, and a winch system would be designed that could bring FRED up the 
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ramp with minimal chance of damage to either the mothership or FRED. Because FRED 

is on deck, it would be easier to make sure the garbage is not lost overboard, risking less 

damage to the environment. Because ships with ramps exist, it is assumed that one of them 

can be charted, lowering the amount of mothership modification and cost that would be 

required. As the ramp would be subjected to slamming and other damage in high sea states, 

this design scored poorly in that category. The capacity of this method is low, as the ramp 

would need to be able to support the weight of FRED and the mothership would need to be 

able to withstand the moment created by the load, meaning a smaller FRED would be 

optimal. Because FRED is fully onboard the vessel, a larger amount of maintenance could 

be performed with ease. This design tied for the third highest score, meaning it was not 

eliminated from consideration.  

     The lift onboard design scored poorly because there would be a large suspended load 

that could cause severe harm to the crew as well as damage to both the mothership and 

FRED if it is not secured properly before the lift. Because cranes are a common piece of 

equipment onboard ships, it is assumed that little mothership modification would be 

required. This design would require a low sea state to perform, as high sea states could 

create rolling motions that could cause a lifted FRED to swing wildly, potentially damaging 

something. The design scored the worst of all the designs in capacity, as FRED would need 

to be small enough for a crane to lift it, meaning the amount of garbage it could hold would 

be severely limited. Because FRED will be fully onboard the mothership, a wide variety 

of maintenance could be performed, giving it a high score for maintenance. This design 

had a relatively low score, meaning it was eliminated from consideration.  
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     The heavylift option scored the best out of all the possible designs. It is considered very 

safe for the crew and ships because heavylift ships are common, and a crew could be hired 

that is already familiar with the operation of a heavylift ship, making mistakes less likely. 

The only modification the mothership would need would be to add a location to store the 

garbage that is offloaded, so minimal mothership modification would be required. Because 

heavylift operations require minimal sea state, this design scored poorly for that category. 

FRED can be as large as is feasible for the heavylift ship, so this design would allow a high 

capacity FRED to be designed. Since FRED is onboard the mothership, any maintenance 

needed can be performed, giving it a high score in this category. Because this design had 

the best score of all the designs, it was selected as one of the designs to be developed.  

     The going-directly-to-shore option scored the second best out of all the options. Since 

FRED would be docking at a port rather than a mothership, this option was given a high 

safety factor, as a pilot who could handle operation in port could be brought onboard 

FRED. This would require minimal special equipment at the port, so cost of modifications 

would be low as well. Since FRED would need to travel all the way back to shore every 

time it needed to be offloaded, this is not a very timely design. Most maintenance can be 

done in port and, if needed, FRED could be drydocked to preform exterior hull 

maintenance. Since this option scored well and does not require a mothership, this option 

was chosen to be developed as a design that CBSea could use initially before they can 

afford an entire mothership.  

     The catamaran design scored very poorly and was not considered for further design due 

to the need to design the entire mothership for FRED. Because FRED would need to drive 

between the two side hulls of the catamaran, a high degree of risk is involved, necessitating 
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a low sea state and a high degree of dynamic positioning. Because of the need to design 

the mothership in full, this design would have a very high cost. The design did score fairly 

well in timeliness, however, as the docking operations are relatively simple and could be 

performed relatively quickly.  

     The hopper method of garbage offloading scored reasonably well. It was considered a 

very safe method of transfer, as garbage would be moving on a conveyor belt, which is 

unlikely to damage anything if garbage falls off the belt. The design would require design 

of a hopper systems, which could be mildly expensive, so it was given a middling score for 

cost and custom components. Because the garbage is loose on the conveyor belt, lower sea 

states would be necessary to prevent rolling of the ship from causing garbage to fall off the 

belt. Because the belt will have many  moving parts, it will likely require relatively frequent 

maintenance, but it will be fairly easy maintenance to perform.  

     The suction method scored well on safety, but only average on all other metrics. It is 

considered safe because the garbage would be transferred inside a tube, so there would be 

no loose garbage that could cause damage to the vessels or any personnel. This vacuum 

system would need to be specially designed to provide enough suction to lift all the possible 

garbage, so this system was considered fairly expensive. Since the hose the garbage is 

traveling through is flexible, sea state was considered to not particularly impact the system, 

so long as adequate dynamic positioning was provided to keep the hose in the bins. This 

system would likely require relatively frequent maintenance due to the garbage impacting 

and possibly damaging the inside of the hose, so this method scored relatively poorly for 

maintenance. While this design was not eliminated from consideration, it ultimately was 

not chosen for any of the designs.  
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     The gravity feed method of garbage transfer scored the best of all the designs. It was 

considered fairly safe, as he only danger to personnel would be from the system used to tip 

the bin for dumping. This system is considered relatively cheap, as only the system that 

tips the bins would need to be designed, and this can be done with common off the shelf 

components. This system is one of the fastest methods of transfer because all of the garbage 

is transferred at the same time, rather than piece by piece. This system is considered fairly 

easy to maintain, as just the system for tipping the bins would need to be maintained.  

     The scoop method of transfer scored the worst of all of the designs. Because of the 

suspended load of the garbage would be composed of loose garbage, it is likely that some 

garbage would be lost out of the scoop with every transfer, potentially injuring personnel 

or damaging the vessels. This system would require a relatively low sea state to prevent 

the crane from bumping and potentially damaging the bins, so it scored poorly for that 

category. Since the system would only require a crane, it was considered relatively low 

cost. Because of the low score this design received, and its similarities to the lift method, 

it was eliminated from consideration.  

      The lift method scored similarly to the scoop method, but slightly better due to some 

problems with the scoop method being solved. The main problem solved by the scoop 

method is that the garbage is compacted into bales before being transferred, meaning that 

it is less likely for loose garbage to fall out of the bale, increasing the safety of this method. 

While this method is considered slightly more expensive due to it needing a specific crane 

bit to lift the bales, it makes up for this by being faster at transferring garbage. While this 

method was not eliminated from consideration, it was ultimately not chosen for any design.  
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     The final method of garbage transfer is the removable bins method, which scored the 

second highest. Because the bins are suspended loads, this method scored slightly poorly 

for safety although it scored well for environmental safety because the bins are totally 

enclosed. The use of this method makes it highly unlikely the garbage will spill overboard. 

This method was considered relatively cheap, as it would require only that the bins have 

method of attaching a crane to them to be lifted and a locking mechanism for when they 

are aboard FRED at sea. This method would require relatively low sea states and high 

dynamic position to prevent the cranes or bins from damaging the vessels during the lift 

off of FRED. Because the crane would be lifting the bins and contents in their entirety, 

which would only take a few transfers, this method was considered relatively fast. This 

method would be very easy to maintain, as the only maintenance required would be the 

maintenance for the crane. 

Mapping Matrices 

     In the following tables, the design possibilities from the previous section are mapped 

against each other, with garbage handling interfaces on the vertical axis and docking 

interfaces on the horizontal axis.  Each cell between these two axes represents a final design 

possibility, as each final design requires the combination of one design from each axis.  

The red cells represent null cases, where it would be impractical, or even unfeasible, to 

have those two designs combined.  The yellow cells represent combinations that are 

possible but not ideal, while the green cells represent combinations that are desirable.   

     Table 4 below, the initial mapping matrix, includes all design possibilities, before any 

were eliminated using the decision matrices in the previous section.  Table 5 below is 

similar to the initial mapping matrix, but all designs eliminated in the previous section have 
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been removed from this table, providing a simple zoomed-in view on the remaining 

possible design combinations.  The ideal garbage transfer interface was then chosen for 

each of the remaining docking interfaces, made visible by the darker green cell coloring.  

The ideal garbage transfer interface for each docking interface was chosen by taking the 

garbage transfer interface with the highest decision matrix score, out of the options already 

highlighted in green for each column.  The result is four final designs, shown in dark green 

in Table 5, with four distinct docking interfaces, and three distinct garbage transfer 

methods.   

Table 4. Initial Mapping Matrix 

 

Table 5. Refined Mapping Matrix 

 

     The final designs are developed in greater detail in the Concept Development section 

below.  These designs are divided into two categories.  The first category is focused on 

cost reduction for the purpose of CBSea’s pilot program.  In the early stages of company 

startup, CBSea will not be able to afford a mothership and may need to use the cheapest 

design over the most effective design.  Because of this, the first category contains only the 

shore going option, as it is the only option that has no mothership.  The second category 

Dock Alongside Floodable Cargo HoldPallet Bay in Stern Ramp Lift on Board Heavylift Shore Catamaran

Garbage Transfer Interfaces Hopper to Conveyor Belt

Suction

Gravity Feed

Scoop

Lift

Remove Bins

Docking Interfaces

Ramp Heavylift Dock Alongside Shore

Garbage Transfer Interfaces Hopper to Conveyor Belt

Suction

Gravity Feed

Lift

Remove Bins

Docking Interfaces
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contains the other three design possibilities, and for these designs, maximum functionality 

will be prioritized along with cost.  

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT 

RAMP 

Mothership Options 

     Four possible vessel types were considered for the ramp interface method. These four 

ships are multipurpose cargo ships, heavyift ships, ATBs, and OSVs. Originally, OSVs 

were planned to be eliminated due to their limited deck space and the need to modify their 

storage tanks to be able to store garbage and use as ballast tanks, but after some research 

they were selected as the best option. OSVs typically have a low transom that would allow 

the ramp to be shorter without sacrificing the angle of the ramp too much, and the open 

deck would provide adequate space to do maintenance on FRED. Tanks towards the bow 

of the OSV could be modified to be used for ballast to offset the heeling moments generated 

at the stern during docking operations, while tanks under the deck where FRED would be 

placed could be modified to store garbage for ease of unloading. After some research, the 

Tidewater Potter Tide, shown in Figure 14, was chosen as an example of a typical OSV 

due to the amount of available data to facilitate design. 
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Figure 14. Tidewater Potter Tide 

Source: Tidewater 

     Multipurpose cargo ships were eliminated because those that already have ramps tend 

to be Roll On-Roll Off (RORO) designs, which have large empty decks that would make 

it easy for the vessel to flood when the ramp is opened at sea. For multipurpose cargo ships 

that would need to have a ramp installed, the large amount of freeboard would mean that a 

prohibitively large ramp would be necessary to keep the angle low to lower the amount of 

force needed to move FRED up the ramp.  

     Heavylift ships were considered as some of them already have ramps that could work, 

but they were eliminated because heavylift ships are being used as their own docking 

interface, so it was felt that reusing a heavylift ship for the ramp option would be 

superfluous. 
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     ATBs were considered due to their large deck space and the lack of complex systems 

would make modifications cheap and easy. However, ultimately, they were eliminated 

because an ATB would need to have a side ramp, as the tug is at the stern of the vessel and 

a ramp would disrupt the shape of the bow and likely increase resistance. A side ramp 

would create a large heeling moment that would be difficult to compensate for during 

docking operations. 

System Design 

     In the mapping matrix, Table 5, the ramp design option was paired with the “gravity 

feed” option for offloading the garbage.  This option includes the possibility of either lifting 

the bins out of FRED and dumping the garbage into the mothership’s storage hold or 

opening a watertight hatch at the bottom of FRED, and allowing the garbage to dump out 

of that, into the mothership’s storage hold.  The latter option was chosen because it would 

be much smoother and easier from an operations standpoint, and because the former option 

would require either cranes on the mothership, or hydraulic lifts on FRED, as well as the 

added complexity of removable bins.   

     As mentioned earlier in the report, there are four ways in which FRED could be moved 

up the ramp.  The possibilities are: using winches to pull FRED up, using a ramp with a 

conveyor belt, having a FRED with wheels that drives up the ramp, or having FRED’s bins 

detach and drive themselves up the ramp.  In order to minimize the complexity of FRED, 

a combination of the first two solutions will be employed.  FRED will be pulled up onto 

the OSV using three winches, although it will be designed such that two of the winches 

could handle the load if one fails.  The ramp will be equipped with rollers to reduce friction 

and cause less damage to FRED’s keel.   
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     FRED will approach the stern of the OSV and crew will have to board FRED via a small 

pilot boat to secure the winch lines.  FRED will be maneuvered by remote control rather 

than operating fully autonomously.  There is also an option for manual override from inside 

FRED if the remote fails.  Once FRED’s full length is on the ramp, the ramp will rotate 

until it is flat and level with the deck.  FRED will then be pulled forward until the keel of 

each hull slides onto rails which are mounted to the deck of the OSV.  The demihulls will 

be guided towards these rails by the gradually inward sloping guidance of the upper parts 

of the ramp.  The rails will have rollers which support FRED and allow for easy 

longitudinal movement of FRED on the deck, while constraining it in the transverse and 

vertical direction. Once FRED is on the deck, rubber wheels will pinch in on either side of 

the vessel and can be used to move FRED fore and aft, while also being used to hold FRED 

in place when needed.  The rubber wheels are motorized, while the wheels on the rail are 

simply free spinning and are used to support FRED.  FRED will be positioned directly over 

one of two garbage hatches in the deck, and hydraulic watertight doors will open on the 

inboard side of each hull, allowing the stored garbage to pour into the OSV’s hold.  If one 

of the OSV’s holds is full, FRED can be positioned over the other hold to fill that one.  In 

order to supplement the rubber wheels and rails to secure FRED, mooring lines will be 

used.  When FRED is ready to undock, the rubber wheels will push it back onto the ramp, 

and the winches can be used to slowly ease it into the water down the now inclined ramp.  

Figure 15 below shows how all of these components would fit together on the deck of the 

Tidewater Potter Tide.   

     The ramp is divided into an upper and a lower portion, with the upper portion being 13 

meters long, and the lower portion being 17 meters long.  The reason it is designed this 
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way is so that FRED can be pulled up the ramp until it is positioned over the pivot point.  

At this point, the ramp can rotate to the horizontal position with much less torque required 

than if it were to rotate when FRED was on the end of the ramp.  The gap in the upper part 

of the ramp is to allow the mooring lines to reach FRED without being obstructed by the 

ramp.  The two legs of the upper part of the ramp are curved such that they guide the two 

hulls to line up with the two rails.  Each leg is supported by a hydraulic ram, which provides 

the rotative power needed.  The lower part of the ramp extends into the water to collect 

FRED.  In its operating position, it locks in with the upper part of the ramp and receives its 

powering from that direct connection, and the ram that is driving the upper part of the ramp.  

When not in operation, this part of the ramp folds up to a vertical position for stowage.  It 

unlocks from the upper part of the ramp and can rotate up on the hinge.  It will then be 

torqued up by hydraulics near the hinge.  The winches could also be used to help pull it to 

the vertical position.  Figure 16 below shows how the ramp would function.   
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Figure 15. OSV Deck Arrangement 
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Figure 16. Ramp Diagram 

     The bins were calculated to have a capacity of 244 m3 from the general arrangement in 

the following section. Assuming an average density of ocean plastic of 0.96 g/cm3 from 

https://www.statista.com and a bin packing coefficient of 80%, the total mass of plastic per 

bin was found to be 187 MT. Coupled with the parametric analysis of FRED’s lightship 

weight gives a fully loaded FRED a mass of 264 MT. Using the ramp angle of 15 degrees 

gives a total force required to pull FRED up the ramp of 669 kN. Since the winches are 

sized to be able to pull up FRED with only two of the three winches, this gives a total 

required force per winch of 334 kN. 

     In order to make sure that FRED will not create an excessive trim during loading 

operations, the moment FRED will create while balanced on the pivot point of the ramp 

was calculated. This point was chosen as it will be the point where FRED creates the max 

https://www.statista.com/
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moment on the vessel. Since data on the Potter Tide did not provide the location of the 

longitudinal center of flotation (LCF), the LCF was assumed to be at midships. This created 

a moment arm while FRED is at the pivot of 45.7 m, which translated to a total moment of 

1.20*104 MT-m. The data gathered on the Potter Tide also did not provide the location of 

the ballast tanks, only the total ballast capacity, so the center of gravity required for the 

ballast was calculated to make sure the vessel could feasibly maintain an even keel. Using 

the provided ballast capacity of 246 MT, a center of gravity 48.9 m forward of the LCF 

would be required to maintain an even keel. Since this is 3.2 m forward of the bow, many 

of the tanks that are designed to store drilling mud and other consumables would need to 

be modified to store ballast. While this could be done, it would likely necessitate buying 

the ship instead of chartering, which would significantly drive up the price of this option. 

All calculations are shown in more detail in Appendix C. 

     This interface design may require a high level of maintenance.  The hydraulic equipment 

would have to be checked frequently.  The rails would have to be cleaned each time they 

were used.  FRED’s bottom paint may need to be inspected for damage from dragging it 

up the ramp.  There are numerous failure points, such as the moving parts of the ramp, the 

ramp structure, the rails which could easily be bent, and the winch ropes which would have 

much larger loads on them than a typical mooring line.   

     Because of the extensive modifications required for the mothership, it would be 

necessary to purchase an OSV, rather than charter it.  The purchase of a mothership, 

combined with the modifications, would significantly increase the cost.  The fortunate 

aspect is that since this design is based off an average sized OSV, about half of OSV’s 

would be large enough to accommodate the small FRED envelope.  Since most OSV’s 
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have a low transom and large deck area, finding an appropriate OSV would be a 

manageable task.   

FRED Design 

     For the ramp docking method, the small envelope of FRED was selected to be used, as 

the large envelope would not fit on the deck of a reasonable OSV. As described earlier in 

this report, the small FRED envelope has a LOA of 25.8 m, with a beam of 12.9 m. The 

design consists of three decks, as can be seen in the inboard profile in Figure 17. The solar 

deck, shown in Figure 18, will have mounts for the wing sails in the four corners, and will 

be covered in solar panels. 

 

Figure 17. Inboard Profile for Ramp FRED 
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Figure 18. Solar Deck General Arrangement 

     The main deck, shown in Figure 19, will have most of the garbage collection equipment 

and machinery. At the bow, a room for personnel that need to be aboard FRED during 

testing is provided, and will include bridge equipment to allow FRED to be manually 

piloted in the event that the automated systems fail. Just aft of the bridge section is the 

opening in the deck that allows the conveyor belt to lower into the water. Since this opening 

could potentially allow water to enter the vessel during rough seas, the conveyor belt will 

be designed to provide a watertight seal while in the retracted position, preventing water 

from entering the vessel. On either side of the collection belt, the motor for the belt 

operation and the hydraulics for retracting the belt will be located. Aft of the collection 

belt, the garbage will be dumped onto two distribution ramps that lead the garbage outboard 

to ducting that will deposit the garbage in the bins below deck. In order to provide easy 

access to the aft of the vessel for crew, a walkway will lead over the belt on the port side. 

In each of the corners of the deck, just below the wing sail mounts, the wing sail control 

units will be placed. Because the wing sail system is outside the scope of this thesis, general 
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space is allocated and more or less room may be necessary in the final design. Near each 

of the wingsail control units, a hatch will be located to provide access to the lower decks. 

On the aft deck of FRED will be located the batteries and any other equipment necessary 

for FRED. Again, as the design of this equipment is outside the scope of this thesis, space 

has merely been allocated and may change in the final design. 

 

Figure 19. Main Deck General Arrangement 

     In Figure 20, the bottom deck is shown. Each demihull will have an identical 

arrangement. At the bow, hydraulic equipment will be located for the retraction of the 

booms that guide the garbage to the collection belt. Aft of the boom hydraulics, the bins 

will extend for 15.5 m and will be at the maximum width possible, accounting for structure. 

For calculation purposes, this width was assumed to be 3 m. On the inboard side of each 

demihull, the door to allow garbage to be dumped onto the mothership is located.  This 

watertight door consists of an outer door on the hull, and an inner door to seal the bin.  In 

between these two doors is a watertight space to prevent flooding if a door fails.  Just aft 
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of the bins will be auxiliary propulsion machinery, to provide propulsion when the winds 

are too low to allow FRED to sail. 

 

Figure 20. Bottom Deck General Arrangement 

HEAVYLIFT 

Mothership Options 

     By necessity, a heavylift ship was chosen for this docking interface. Due to the 

availability of drawings and information on the vessel, the MV Atlas heavylift ship 

designed during the ship design 1 project by Ian McReal, Chase Geshwilm, and Justyn 

Hochheiser, was chosen as the mothership. A rendering of the vessel is shown in Figure 

21. A table of vessel particulars is also provided in Table 6. MV Atlas Vessel Particulars. 
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Figure 21. MV Atlas Heavylift Ship 

 

Table 6. MV Atlas Vessel Particulars 

Length Between Perpendiculars (m) 203 

Beam (m) 45 

Full Load Draft (m) 8.8 

Submerged Depth (m) 23 

 

     Since the vessel is capable of supporting 50,000 MT and submerging to a depth below 

the draft of FRED, it is more than capable of supporting FRED. In addition, because the 

full ballasting capacity of the vessel is not needed, 3 ballast tanks on either side are to be 

converted to garbage storage.       

System Design 

     For FRED to dock, the heavylift ship would ballast down to allow FRED to float on.  

Since FRED’s draft will likely only be a few meters, the heavylift ship would not need to 

sink down to its full depth, which for the MV Atlas is 23 m.  Since the heavylift ship would 
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not need to sink to its full capacity, it is justifiable to replace some of the ships ballast tanks 

with garbage holds, without ruining the ship’s ability to sink to the needed depth.  In Figure 

22 below, the hatched regions represent the six ballast tanks that would be converted to 

garbage holds.  Each tank has roughly the capacity of one entire FRED full of garbage, so 

this ship would be able to have six FRED’s visit before needing to return to shore.   

 

 

Figure 22.  MV Atlas Deck with FRED 

     FRED would be secured to the deck by wedges and mooring lines, as is often done on 

heavylift ships.  The garbage would be offloaded from FRED’s stern onto a movable ramp 

which would be stored on the ships deck, or in a deck storage closet.  This ramp would be 

of light construction so it could easily be moved.  The converted tank on the heavylift ship 

would have a large watertight hatch above it, which would be movable by hydraulics.  The 

garbage could be removed from the hold by a scoop upon return to port.  This arrangement 

can be seen in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23. Garbage Offloading Plan for Heavylift Option 

     While the MV Atlas does have two cranes in the forward section of the ship, neither of 

them have a large enough radius or capacity to be able to use the removable bin option 

FRED Design 

     The large FRED envelope was chosen for the heavylift design option, as any large 

heavylift ship would have the capacity to handle a FRED of this size.  As mentioned earlier 

in this report, the large FRED envelope has a beam of 21.7 m and a length of 43.4 m.  This 

design has four decks, which can be seen in profile view in Figure 24.  While the MV Atlas 

does have two cranes in the forward section of the ship, neither of them has a large enough 

radius or capacity to be able to use the removable bin option. Because of this, this FRED 

design will use the hopper to conveyor belt method to offload its garbage, which requires 

there to be space under the storage bin for the garbage to dump out onto a conveyor belt 

inside the hull.  This results in the loss of some storage capacity on FRED but makes it 

easier to bring the garbage to a convenient location on the deck of the mothership.  The 
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garbage removal belt is 3 m wide and has a 3 m overhead clearance to ensure the removal 

of larger garbage pieces.  The removal belt brings the garbage to a hydraulic offloading 

door.  Once the garbage exits the door, it slides onto a ramp put in place by the mothership 

crew.  The bottoms of the storage bins on FRED are sloped to slide the garbage through 

the hydraulic dump door.  Further inboard, shown by the dashed line, is the collection belt, 

positioned between the hulls.   

 

Figure 24. Inboard Profile for Heavylift FRED 

     FRED’s solar deck is equipped with mounts for the wing sails, and ventilation inlets 

and outlets for the garbage bins.  If the location of the vents impedes the stowage of the 

wing sails, they could be re-located.  The solar deck can be seen in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25. Solar Deck for Heavylift FRED 

     FRED’s main deck contains all of the necessary equipment, excluding the propulsion 

motors and boom hydraulics.  Each corner has space allocated for the hydraulic equipment 

needed for wing sail control.  There is also space for ventilation ducting, and hatchways to 

access lower decks.  In the middle of the stern is space allocated for control panels and 

batteries, while the middle space of the bow is allocated for bridge and temporary 

accommodations.  In the center of the deck is all of the equipment for bringing the garbage 

onboard and distributing it to the garbage bins.  The main deck general arrangement can 

be seen in Figure 26. 
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Figure 26. Main Deck for Heavylift FRED 

     The first deck contains space in the stern for the outlet of the removal belt, and hatches 

for access to decks below.  First deck can be seen in Figure 27. 

 

Figure 27. 1st Deck for Heavylift FRED 

     The second deck contains the propulsion motors in the stern, with the garbage removal 

ramp exiting diagonally above the motors.  In the bow is the equipment for the boom 

hydraulics.  Because of the way the bin slopes, bilge pumps could be installed underneath 
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the sloped part, along with any other necessary systems.  Second deck can be seen in Figure 

28. 

 

Figure 28. 2nd Deck for Heavylift FRED 

DOCK ALONGSIDE 

Mothership Options 

     Four ship types were considered for the mothership: Bulk carriers, multipurpose cargo 

ships, barges, and project heavylift ships. Since this docking method is paired with the 

removable bins option, the main criteria used to pick a mothership for this method is a 

crane that is large enough to lift the bins out of FRED. Each bin is calculated to have a 

volume of 446 m3. Assuming an average density of ocean plastic of 0.96 g/cm3 from 

https://www.statista.com and a bin packing coefficient of 80%, the total mass of plastic per 

bin is found to be 274 MT.  

     Since a barge would need to have a crane installed, which would raise the cost of the 

mothership, barges were eliminated from consideration. Of the remaining ship types, 

project heavy lift ships were the only ship type that typically had cranes large enough to 

https://www.statista.com/
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handle the bins. From there, the MV Houston, shown in Figure 29. MV Houston, was 

selected as a representative mothership as it had sufficient crane capacity to lift the bins 

and plenty of cargo storage for garbage storage. The Houston has a total hold capacity of 

11500 m3, which allows it to hold 32 bins worth of garbage, or the equivalent of 8 FREDs, 

before returning to shore.  

 

Figure 29. MV Houston 

Source: http://www.vedshipping.com 

System Design 

     FRED would approach the mothership autonomously, and then be driven by a remote 

operator as it begins docking operations with the mothership.  FRED would then be 

boarded by a small crew on a dinghy which would secure the mooring lines and the crane 
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hook before the bin is lifted out.  After the mooring lines are attached, the cranes would be 

used to lift open FRED’s hatches, then the crew would secure the hatch to the central bar 

on FRED. The cranes would be attached to a bin via a pad eye in each corner and lift it out 

to place it on the deck of the mothership. Each bin would open from the bottom via a 

hydraulically operated hinge on one side, and manually operated latches on the other.  The 

latches would be in place for safety, and so the hydraulic system is not supporting the 

weight of the bottom all the time.  Once the bin is on the mothership, the crew would 

manually open the latches and engage the hydraulic system to support the garbage until it 

is suspended over the hold.  The system would then lower the bottom flap of the bin and 

release the garbage.  The bin would then be set back on the deck for the crew to latch it 

shut.  The hydraulic unit would be in a hard-plastic waterproof case mounted to the interior 

of the bin.  The system would be remote controlled, so the deck worker could control the 

release of garbage into the hold.   

This process would then be repeated for the remaining three bins. Once all of the bins have 

been emptied and placed back in FRED, the crane will be used to close the hatches on 

FRED’s deck and the mooring lines can be untied so that FRED can resume operations.  

The crane could also be used to lift personnel back onto the mothership if a dingy could 

not be used.   

FRED Design 

     FRED for the dock alongside method would follow the large FRED envelope for 

principal dimensions.  As can be seen in the inboard profile below in Figure 30, this consists 

of four decks.  The garbage bins are separated into two bins in each hull rather than one, to 
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make it easier to be handled by crane.  The raised bar on deck is for the deck flaps to rest 

on when they are folded inboard for bin removal. 

 

Figure 30.  Dock Alongside FRED Inboard Profile 

     FRED’s solar deck, shown in Figure 31, has two large hinged panels which fold inboard 

to allow for the removal of the bins.  They are folded by the mothership’s crane lifting them 

from the pad eye shown and are leaned against the raised bar shown along the centerline.  

On this bar are latches that can secure them from falling back over.  Below this bar are the 

ships ventilation inlets and outlets.  Ducting in the vessel would distribute air to the bins to 

ventilate the garbage.  Also on the solar deck are the four mooring bitts, one on each corner 

of the deck.  Crew on the mothership would toss mooring lines down to the crew that 

temporarily boarded FRED, and secure FRED to the mothership.  FRED would have rubber 

bumpers installed so as to not damage the side of the mothership.   
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Figure 31. Dock Alongside FRED Solar Deck Plan 

     FRED’s main deck arrangement, shown in Figure 32, is similar to the other designs, 

except the bins would be open to the rest of the deck, and there would be no deck space 

over the bins.  The garbage distribution ramps would be positioned so they are half over 

each bin on each side, so garbage is naturally distributed evenly into all four bins.  There 

would be a stair going over the distribution ramps since there is no other way for personnel 

to go from the bow to the stern of the vessel.  Figure 33 and Figure 34 show the two decks 

below the main deck.  There is nothing especially significant about these decks.  There are 

hatches with ladders for personnel to access the machinery below.  Worth noting is that the 

bins are held in place with cell guides, vertical metal strakes which allow the bins to slide 

snugly into place.  The space around the bins would be filled with structure, so garbage 

pouring from the distribution ramps would not miss the bins.   
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Figure 32. Dock Alongside FRED Main Deck Plan 

 

Figure 33. Dock Alongside FRED 1st Deck Plan 
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Figure 34. Dock Alongside FRED 2nd Deck Plan 

GOING TO SHORE 

Mothership Options 

     Since this docking interface requires FRED to return to a port to be offloaded, there is 

no mothership to be selected. Since fleets of FREDs operating in different regions of the 

ocean would require many different home ports, selecting a port is beyond the scope of this 

project. However, the port will require a minimum crane capacity of 550 MT in order to 

offload the bins, which provides some limits on which ports can be used. 

System Design 

     FRED would approach the port autonomously, and then be driven by either a remote 

operator or a pilot that is brought onboard. The exact method will likely be decided by 

regulations as autonomous ship regulations are created in the near future.  FRED would 

then be boarded by a small crew which would secure the mooring lines and the crane hook 

when the bin is lifted out.  After the mooring lines are attached, the cranes would be used 

to lift open the hatches and then the crew would secure the hatch to the central bar on 
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FRED. The cranes would then be attached to a bin via a pad eye in each corner and lift it 

out and bring it to the shore.  The bin would be lifted out of FRED and placed onto a truck 

for transport to the processing facility. This process would then be repeated for the 

remaining bin. Each bin would then be replaced by an empty one from the shore. Once 

both of the bins have been replaced, the crane will be used to close the hatches on FRED’s 

deck and the mooring lines can be untied so that FRED can resume operations.  

FRED Design 

     FRED for the dock alongside method would follow the large FRED envelope for 

principal dimensions.  As can be seen in the inboard profile below in Figure 35, this consists 

of four decks.  The garbage bins are separated into two bins in each hull rather than one, to 

make it easier to be handled by crane.  The raised bar on deck is for the deck flaps to rest 

on when they are folded inboard for bin removal. 

 

Figure 35. Going to Shore Inboard Profile 

     FRED’s solar deck, shown in Figure 36, has two large hinged panels which fold inboard 

to allow for the removal of the bins.  They are folded by the mothership’s crane lifting them 

from the pad eye shown and are leaned against the raised bar shown along the centerline.  
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On this bar are latches that can secure them from falling back over.  Below this bar are the 

ships ventilation inlets and outlets.  Ducting in the vessel would distribute air to the bins to 

ventilate the garbage.  Also, on the solar deck are the four mooring bitts, one on each corner 

of the deck.  Crew on the mothership would toss mooring lines down to the crew that 

temporarily boarded FRED, and secure FRED to the mothership.  FRED would have rubber 

bumpers so as to not damage the side of the mothership.   

 

Figure 36. Going to Shore Solar Deck Plan 

     FRED’s main deck arrangement, shown in Figure 37, is similar to the other designs, 

except the bins would be open to the rest of the deck, and there would be no deck space 

over the bins.  The garbage distribution ramps would be positioned so they are half over 

each bin on each side, so garbage is naturally distributed evenly into all four bins.  There 

would be a stair going over the distribution ramps since there is no other way for personnel 

to go from the bow to the stern of the vessel.  Figure 38 and Figure 39 show the two decks 

below the main deck.  There is nothing especially significant about these decks.  There are 

hatches with ladders for personnel to access the machinery below.  Worth noting is that the 
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bins are held in place with cell guides, vertical metal strakes which allow the bins to slide 

snugly into place.  The space around the bins would be filled with structure, so garbage 

pouring from the distribution ramps would not miss the bins.   

 

Figure 37. Going to Shore Main Deck Plan 

 

Figure 38. Going to Shore 1st Deck Plan 
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Figure 39. Going to Shore 2nd Deck Plan 

FINAL CONCEPT COMPARISON 

     The final comparison was performed by creating a decision matrix similar to the initial 

comparison matrices. Table 7 shows the decision matrix used. Since the categories used 

for scoring were explained earlier in the report, they are not further explained here. 
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Table 7. Final Decision Matrix 

 

RAMP  

     In the safety category, the ramp design received a moderate score.  This is because it 

scored poorly in the safety of personnel, the mothership, and FRED, but scored well on 

safety for the environment.  It would be dangerous to personnel because there is a lot of 

heavy equipment to operate, a lot of pinch points, and they would be working under 

procedures that had never been done before.  The danger to the mothership is potential 

damage to the ramp due to possibly imprecise maneuvering.  There would be large risk to 

FRED for the same reason. It would be supported by the ramp for some time at which point 

it could fall of and get damaged.  It is safe for the environment because the garbage is 

transferred from the bottom of FRED, directly into a hold below it.  There is very low risk 

of garbage spillage back into the ocean.   

     In the reliability category it scored very low.  The design involves a lot of new unproven 

methods and applications of technology.  It would also be difficult to complete an 

Ramp Heavylift Dock Alongside Going to Shore

Safety Personnel 12 4 11 7 11

Mothership 5 2 4 1 5

FRED 5 1 4 2 3

Environment 10 9 6 2 4

32

Reliability Custom vs COTS 6 1 5 6 6

Under High Sea State 5 1 1 2 5

DP required 6 0 4 2 1

17

Performance Cost & Mothership Mods 11 1 4 10 11

Timely 14 5 5 13 1

Capacity 12 2 4 6 10

37

Maintainability Ease of Maintenance 7 7 7 1 4

Frequency of Maintenance 7 1 7 6 5

14

100 34 62 58 66

Eliminated Designs x
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interfacing exchange in any sort of heavy sea state because FRED needs to line up so 

precisely with the ramp, and then the rails on the deck of the mothership.  FRED would 

need to have very good dynamic positioning to achieve this.   

     The ramp method also scored low in performance because it would have a very high 

cost due to the large number of modifications that would need to be done to the mothership.  

This interfacing method would not be particularly speedy either, although it would not be 

the slowest option.  The size of the mothership also limits the garbage holding capacity.   

     The ramp method scored moderately in maintenance.  The good part is that while FRED 

is on deck, it would be easy to perform maintenance at that time.  However, the design 

scored poorly in frequency of maintenance, because the equipment in the interface itself 

would require much maintenance due to its complexity and untested design.   

     The ramp design is eliminated from consideration for two reasons.  The first is that for 

the mothership to be balanced while FRED is on the ramp, the ship could not hold enough 

ballast far enough towards the bow to cause the ship to be level.  The second reason is that 

the ramp option received such an obviously lower score on the decision matrix than the 

other options.  This is largely due to the excessive complexity of the design, as well as the 

issues mentioned above.   

HEAVYLIFT 

     The heavylift design scored very well in safety, mainly because from all aspects of 

operation, it is a proven concept that has been applied in the marine industry in many ways.  

Its score for environmental safety was reduced slightly because the watertight hatches over 

the garbage tanks on the mothership could be a weak point for garbage spillage when the 

heavylift ship is submerging.   
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     This method scored well in reliability because it does not require many custom designed 

components, and most of the design will be existing technologies.  The only new additions 

would be the hatches installed on the mothership deck, and the movable slide used to guide 

garbage from FRED to the holds.  The score is reduced because an interfacing transition 

could never be done in a high sea state.  However, the design requires relatively low 

dynamic positioning capability on FRED relative to other designs.   

     The score for performance is moderate to poor.  One concern is that the mothership 

would need to be modified, turning some of the ballast tanks to garbage tanks.  The 

watertight hatches in the deck would have to be hydraulically operated since there is no 

crane to move the hatches.  Extra structure would need to be installed to make up for lost 

strength in the deck when the holes are cut.  The method would not be particularly fast, as 

the ballasting and de-ballasting process on a heavylift ship can take some time.  There is 

only a moderate amount of storage capacity available since the only storage available is 

from repurposed ballast tanks.   

     This method scored very well for maintainability.  Since FRED would be on the deck 

of the ship, it would be easy to perform maintenance on FRED.  The interfacing system 

itself would not require much maintenance beyond what is expected of a heavylift ship 

normally.  This is an improvement relative to other methods, where there are additional 

systems on board for the interfacing mechanism that need to be maintained.   

     This design scored relatively well compared to the other designs considered.  While it 

is not the best option, it would still be a viable option for CBSea to consider when they are 

ready to fund the acquisition and operation of a mothership.  This will be discussed further 

in the conclusions section.   
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DOCKING ALONGSIDE 

     Docking alongside scored the worst overall for safety. For personnel, the suspended 

loads from the garbage bins being transferred between ships are a danger for personnel 

under them. Since the two vessels could bump into each other during docking operations, 

potentially damaging either vessel, this design scored poorly for mothership and FRED 

safety. This design also scored poorly for environmental safety, since the hinge and latches 

on the bottom of the garbage bins are a weak point that would cause the lost of all the 

garbage in the bin if it fails while suspended. 

     This design scored well for reliability. For custom vs COTS components, it received a 

perfect score because there are no custom interface components to install, just the already 

existing cranes on the mothership. This design scored poorly for the high sea state and DP 

required category because it will hold station right next to the mothership, so it will need 

relatively calm seas and high DP to maintain its position. 

     This design scored the best overall for performance. Since there are no components to 

install on the mothership besides rubber bumpers to hang overboard to prevent damage 

from collisions, this design scored well for the cost and mothership modification section. 

This design scored the best for timeliness because garbage offloading can begin as soon as 

FRED approaches the side of the mothership, instead of having to wait for the process of 

bringing it on deck like the other two designs. This design scored poorly for capacity 

because, while FRED has a fairly large capacity, the mothership selected only has enough 

storage capacity to handle eight FREDs worth of garbage before it needs to return to shore 

to offload.  
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     This design scored the worst overall for maintainability. Since FRED will remain in the 

water, no maintenance can be done to the exterior of the hull, which means it would need 

to return to a drydock periodically to clean the hull and preform repairs. This design did 

score well for frequency of maintenance because the only interface equipment that needs 

to be maintained are the cranes, which would be covered by routine maintenance aboard 

the mothership. 

GOING TO SHORE 

     This design scored very well for safety. For personnel safety, this design got a very high 

score because docking at a port is a very common practice, so it is unlikely to injure any 

people. Since there is no mothership, the design got a perfect score for mothership safety. 

While in port, FRED could be a navigational hazard, especially if the docking is being 

autonomously, but it is more likely that it will be done by a pilot, so this design got a 

relatively high score for FRED safety. While there is a low probability of damage to FRED 

that would result in a spill of the garbage, a crash would have bad consequences in that it 

would result in a navigational hazard and bad publicity for CBSea. 

     This design scored the highest overall in reliability of all the designs. Since there’s no 

mothership, this design got a perfect score since there are no custom components to install 

at the port. This design also got a perfect score for high sea state, since ports tend to not 

have high sea states. It scored poorly for dynamic positioning, since it will need good 

maneuverability to navigate the port. 

     This design scored well for performance. Due to the lack of a mothership, there are no 

modifications to be made, so this design got a perfect score. For timeliness, this design got 

a very poor score since it will need to travel all the way back to port every time the bins fill 
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up. This design scored the best for performance since, in its current design, it has the 

highest carrying capacity, and it could be expanded even further with little difficulty. 

     This design scored relatively well for maintainability. Since FRED remains in the vessel 

while at port, the design lost points, but while in port it could easily move to a drydock for 

hull maintenance, so it got an okay score. For frequency of maintenance of the interface 

equipment, since the port would be maintaining itself rather than CBSea, this design scored 

well in this category.  

CONCLUSIONS 

     From our findings, we have decided to recommend that CBSea use the going to shore 

design for FRED. Not only did this design score the best of the four designs, it is also the 

cheapest option, since CBSea will not need to buy and pay for the crewing of a mothership 

and will just have to pay port fees when FRED needs to offload. Since CBSea is currently 

a startup company with no major sources of funding, it is unlikely they will be able to 

afford to purchase or charter a mothership. However, the heavylift and dock alongside 

designs also scored well, so we would recommend that CBSea revisit these options and 

perhaps reconsider which design to use once they have become more established as a 

company and can afford to purchase or charter a mothership. Since the ramp option has the 

ballasting problems described earlier in the report and because it scored so poorly 

compared to the other three options, we do not recommend that this design should be 

reconsidered in the future. 

     While not within the scope of this thesis, we felt it important to express concerns with 

the solution CBSea has chosen to design to deal with the problem of plastic pollution. 

According to calculations attached in Appendix C, the small FRED designed for the ramp 
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solution would fill its bins to the 180 MT capacity about once every 30 years while 

operating in a high-density region of garbage. This calculation assumes that the width of 

the collection area is the 9.65 m gap between the hulls, a collection speed of 3 knots, and a 

region with a density of 15,000 grams/km2. This timescale would only get larger for the 

other three designs, as they are designed to have a higher capacity. We feel that, since this 

method of garbage collection seems to not be the most efficient, it would be better to use 

methods that collect garbage at the sources, such as rivers and beaches. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

     As a continuation of this thesis, we recommend that the option of Heavylift and Dock 

Alongside are analyzed in more depth some years from now when CBSea is operating 

under the Going to Shore method successfully.   

     There is plenty of room for continued design and research on FRED.  We recommend 

that someone: 

• Model and analyze FRED loading conditions 

• Model and analyze appendage drag induced on FRED from its garbage collection 

system 

• Model and analyze wing sail navigation of FRED, as well as develop auxiliary 

propulsion equipment 

• Develop detail designs of FRED 

     Because of the calculation mentioned in the conclusion section regarding the 30 year 

period it would take for FRED to fill, we also recommend that research be done into other 

more time effective means of cleaning the oceans.    
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APPENDIX A – EXISTING GARBAGE COLLECTION METHODS 

Mr. Trash Wheel 

     Mr. Trash Wheel is a very simple design that currently exists in Baltimore harbor.  

(“Baltimore Waterfront”, 2017).  The machine sits at the mouth of a river, and floating 

booms attached to each riverbank guide trash into the collection mouth.  At the collection 

mouth a set of rotating tines push the garbage onto a slow-moving conveyor belt which 

brings the garbage up a gentle incline and dumps it into a floating dumpster raft.  The 

dumpster can easily be switched out by detaching the raft from the rest of the machine.  

The belt and rotating tines are powered by a waterwheel which is powered by the river 

current.  When the current is too slow, the wheel is powered by solar panels mounted on a 

canopy over the dumpster.  This design is extremely effective for its intended purpose and 

has been operating successfully since 2014.  However, this design is not applicable in the 

ocean environment for which FRED is intended.  An image of Mr. Trash Wheel can be 

seen in Figure 40 below.  

 

Figure 40. Mr. Trash Wheel 

Source:  http://www.abc2news.com/news/region/baltimore-city/baltimores-mr-trash-

wheel-could-get-a-cousin-in-hawaii 
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Trash Hunter 

     Aquarius System’s vessels series, “Trash Hunter” is very similar in function to Mr. 

Trash Wheel but is a self-propelled vessel with mechanical booms rather than floating 

booms.  These vessels are designed to work in harbors and sheltered waterways and use 

their booms and hoses to guide trash onto its collection conveyor belt.  Most Trash Hunters 

store garbage in the center of the vessel and then offload it to shore with a special garbage 

unloading conveyor belt on the stern.  Some require a shore-side conveyor belt, but the 

garbage always ends up in a shore-side dumpster, rather than a floating dumpster barge 

like Mr. Trash Wheel.  While Trash Hunters are not designed for the open ocean, they are 

more similar to the concept of FRED because they are self-propelled vessels with internal 

garbage storage.  An image of a Trash Hunter vessel can be seen in Figure 41 below.  

(“Trash Hunters”, 2017). 

 

Figure 41. Trash Hunter Vessel 

Source:  http://www.aquarius-systems.com/pages/54/trash_hunters.aspx 
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The Ocean Cleanup 

     The Ocean Cleanup is the only active project besides CBSea that is working for garbage 

cleanup in the open ocean.  The Ocean Cleanup’s concept involves a long floating boom 

that passively guides garbage to a collection point.  The boom would float with the current 

and stretch for kilometers.  They recently prototyped the concept in the North Sea and are 

beginning Pacific trial runs in 2017.  An image of the Ocean Cleanup’s concept can be seen 

in Figure 42.  (“The Ocean Cleanup”, 2017). 

 

Figure 42. The Ocean Cleanup's  Floating Boom Concept Rendering 

Source: https://www.theoceancleanup.com 

Sea Bin 

     The Sea Bin, shown in Figure 43, is a small portable product used in marinas and 

harbors.  It is a bucket that sits just below the surface of the water.  Water is pumped out 

the bottom so that water and garbage continuously fall into the top.  The garbage is caught 

by a removable filter bag in the bin. (“The Seabin Project”, 2017). 
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Figure 43. Sea Bin 

Source: http://seabinproject.com 

 

 

  



 

 

APPENDIX B – MOTHERSHIP RESEARCH 

     This section presents any information relevant to the possible usefulness of a given type 

of vessel as a mothership.  These vessels are being looked at with the assumption that they 

will be purchased and modified or chartered as they are.  New builds are not considered 

because CBSea would not financially be able to design and buy a new ship at this early 

stage as a startup.  Not all ships are researched, but all ships that have apparent potential as 

a mothership candidate are. For ships that show a particularly high potential usefulness, a 

table of existing ships and their general characteristics is included in their section for 

reference. 

     Included in each of these tables is a calculation to determine the heel angle that would 

be induced if FRED were to be lifted up the side of the ship.  While FRED may not be 

lifted up the side of the mothership in all cases, it was assumed to be the case for this 

calculation for the sake of comparing the stability of mothership candidates.  The 

calculations were completed by assuming the GM of the vessel to be 0.12*B, as is indicated 

in the ABS steel vessel rules.  The heel angle of the vessel was then calculated based on 

GM, the weight of FRED (w), the distance FRED would be from the centerline of the vessel 

(d), and the weight of the mothership including FRED (Δ).  The equation used, 

GM=wd/(Δtan(φ)), is from Zubaly, 1996.  Vessels that heel more than 10 degrees when 

lifting FRED are highlighted in red to help visually identify potentially risky mothership 

options.   

     There are certain traits that are being sought after in these ships, such as: 

- Deck space 

- Cargo holds / tanks 
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- Built in cranes or cargo handling equipment 

- Cargo ventilation  

- Appropriate size  

Tanker 

     Tankers range from 5,000 DWT (coastal tankers) to 150,000 DWT (suezmax), and all 

the way to 550,000 DWT as a true maximum.  The main benefit to using a tanker as a 

mothership is that they are extremely common, so it would be easier to find an available 

tanker of an appropriate size.   

     There are, however, a number of disadvantages associated with using a tanker.  If FRED 

is to be loaded onto the deck of the ship, the ship would have to be outfitted with cranes.  

Another concern is that there is very limited deck space because of the piping.  The piping 

would either have to be cleared, or an elevated FRED mounting deck would have to be 

installed.   

     If FRED were to be brought into the vessel via a floodable cargo hold, there could be 

issues with making a hatch through the double hull.  However, tankers still might be the 

best vessel for using a floodable cargo hold because the tanks were designed for liquid, 

while most other vessels considered are designed to store dry cargo.   

     There are some concerns that exist regardless of which docking method is used, mainly 

involving cargo handling.  The cargo system is designed for liquid cargo, which is entirely 

useless for handling garbage.  The piping would all have to be replaced with garbage-

handling cargo equipment, except for any holds that act as a floodable hold to take in 

FRED.  That equipment would have to be replaced with high flowrate ballast piping.  The 

holds themselves would also have to be altered.  Openings would have to be cut in the top 
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of the holds to allow for solid garbage to be dumped in or removed.  These openings could 

cause structural concerns since the deck of a tanker is part of its longitudinal strength.   

     Because of the numerous practical concerns with using a tanker as a mothership, a table 

of typical tankers with heeling calculations is not included.   

Bulk Carrier 

     There are four types of bulk carriers:  Capesize (80,000+ DWT), Panamax (50,000 – 

80,000 DWT), Handymax (35,000 – 50,000 DWT), and Handysize (10,000 – 35,000 

DWT).  Handysize and Handymax are typically lumped into one category known as 

Handysize.  Bulk carriers are also categorized by the cargo they carry.  There are vessels 

that are steel related, agriculture related, and energy related, as well as miscellaneous 

vessels.  The miscellaneous category includes ores not used for making steel such as 

bauxite and alumina, or for timber or minerals.  In more recent years, large bulk carriers 

have become more common.  Handysize carriers tend to be more flexible for differing 

cargo types.   

     There are three variations on bulk carrier design:  open hatch, geared, and self unloaders.  

Open-hatch carriers have a box-shaped midship section similar to containerships.  Geared 

vessels have deck machinery to handle cargo with grab and crane combinations.  This type 

of cargo handling could be effective for transferring bales of compacted garbage from 

FRED or to shore.  The cranes might only be able to handle smaller FRED designs if lifting 

FRED onto deck was the option considered.  Self unloading bulk carriers have hoppers at 

the bottoms of its cargo holds that are shut off with a hydraulic gate.  When this vessel 

unloads its cargo, it opens the gate and gravity feeds the cargo onto a conveyor belt which 
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carries it off the ship.  This could be a very effective way of handling garbage cargo from 

FRED as well as on the mothership.   

     The density of the cargo must be kept in mind.  If a bulk carrier is designed for grain, 

and then carries iron ore, it will have to carry less volume of iron ore than it would grain 

or it would be overloaded.  The density of the garbage loaded onto the vessel should be 

similar to the density of the material for which the vessel was designed.  Table 8 below 

contains typical densities of bulk cargoes.  Table 9 below lists principal characteristics of 

typical bulk carriers.  The heel angle calculations show that bulk carriers would be a safe 

option from a stability standpoint.   

Table 8.  Typical Bulk Cargo Densities 

Source:  Lamb, Ship Design and Construction Vol II 

 

Table 9.  Typical Bulk Carriers 

Source:  Lamb, Ship Design and Construction Vol II 

 

DWT, Tonnes LBP, m B, m D, m T, m Cargo Capacity, m^3 Lever Arm (d), m GM, m Heel Angle (Degrees)

41000 181 30.5 16.6 10.7 56000 28.10 3.66 2.404

42000 181 30.5 16.6 10.7 55200 28.10 3.66 2.346

44000 181 31.5 19.5 12 60000 28.60 3.78 2.207

65000 214 33.2 18.1 12.5 79900 29.45 3.984 1.460

65000 220 36.4 16.9 11.3 80000 31.05 4.368 1.404

75000 220 36 18.8 12.8 91000 30.85 4.32 1.223

114000 256 40.5 21.2 14.5 136000 33.10 4.86 0.767

114000 256 40.5 21.2 14.5 136000 33.10 4.86 0.767

150000 264 45 23.2 16.9 168000 35.35 5.4 0.560

150000 264 45 23.2 16.9 168000 35.35 5.4 0.560

150000 278 47 24 15.3 190000 36.35 5.64 0.552

170000 278 45 25 17.9 189300 35.35 5.4 0.495

170000 278 45 25 17.9 189300 35.35 5.4 0.495
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Multipurpose Cargo Ship 

     Multipurpose cargo ships vary from 100 DWT to 30,000 or even 40,000 DWT.  These 

ships tend to have low freeboard and vary in speed range.  Small ships for short sea 

operation range from 10 to 15 knots, while medium and larger ships range from 14 to 18 

knots.  Most of these ships handle cargo vertically, meaning they lower cargo into a hold 

from above rather than driving cargo onto horizontal tween-decks as in Ro-Ro’s.  However, 

most ships still have a portion which has horizontal cargo handling.  This means there is 

typically some deck space above the horizontal cargo space that is not occupied by hatch 

covers, and this could be a solid landing spot for FRED if it is craned on.  Alternatively, 

FRED could be placed on one hatch cover and load garbage into an adjacent open hold.  

The cargo holds usually have the capability for high quality ventilation because of the 

diversity of cargoes seen.  These ships also often have portable longitudinal bulkheads to 

reduce free surface effect from grains.  If garbage has problematic free surface effect, these 

could be used.  These ships often have the capacity for up to 12 extra passengers, not 

including the necessary crew berthing.  With this extra space, CBSea could sell the spaces 

for environmentally conscious people interested in a cruise.   

     Most of these ships have their own onboard cargo cranes which can reach anywhere on 

the deck of the ship.  Most of these cranes are designed to handle a maximum weight of a 

40’ shipping container.  However, some ships have heavy-lift derricks which can carry 

hundreds of tons.  These could be a viable option for lifting FRED or its garbage bins on 

board the vessel.  If the cranes are located on the outboard edge of the ship, they typically 

don’t reach farther than 28m, and the beam is not greater than 22m.  Some vessels also 

have cranes with mechanized buckets used for dry bulk cargoes like grains.  Ultimately the 
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garbage could be shredded to be handled like a grain, baled to be handled by regular cranes, 

or scooped in its regular state.   

     Table 10 below contains characteristics of typical multipurpose cargo ships.  Many of 

these ships show potential issues with stability based on the heel angle calculated, so if a 

cargo ship is chosen as a mothership, it should be selected carefully.   

     Table 10.  Typical Multipurpose Cargo Ships 

Source:  Lamb, Ship Design and Construction Vol II 

 

Containership 

     The main benefit to considering a containership is that they are extremely common, so 

finding one available might be easier.  There are no other features that would make 

containerships more desirable than a multipurpose cargo ship or a bulk carrier.  Their decks 

are entirely covered with hatch covers, with container guides filling up the cargo holds, 

DWT, tonne LBP, m B, m D, m T, m Cargo Capacity, m^3 Lever Arm (d), m GM, m Heel Angle (Degrees)

15060 137.5 20.42 11.75 8.87 21300 23.06 2.4504 7.973

16280 155 24.5 14.5 10.77 21630 25.10 2.94 6.704

18240 152.4 23.05 13.4 10.07 24600 24.37 2.766 6.181

21340 155 26 13.5 9.85 26300 25.85 3.12 4.974

41600 185 32.2 17 12.02 57000 28.95 3.864 2.312

16800 137 21 13.1 9.45 21000 23.35 2.52 7.048

22400 155.45 22.86 14.15 10.07 29300 24.28 2.7432 5.061

29640 172 26 14.4 10.04 36300 25.85 3.12 3.585

20670 145.75 23.6 13.5 9.75 25000 24.65 2.832 5.392

18350 155.11 23.6 14.6 11.25 22530 24.65 2.832 6.069

12800 133.3 20.5 12.2 9.4 22400 23.10 2.46 9.338

5100 94.6 18.6 9.7 6.62 20500 22.15 2.232 23.565

7900 115.6 20 10.5 7.41 13080 22.85 2.4 15.117

2930 92.4 13.5 6.7 4.25 5380 19.60 1.62 42.786

1500 78.2 9.5 4.65 3.1 2100 17.60 1.14 66.565

3630 83 13.6 7 5.41 5170 19.65 1.632 36.630

2100 78.66 11.3 4.8 3.75 3090 18.50 1.356 55.522

3130 84.99 12.5 6.5 4.75 4000 19.10 1.5 42.361

5250 94 15.85 8.1 6.29 7310 20.77 1.902 25.002

3700 81 12.8 7.1 5.41 4650 19.25 1.536 37.207

4300 86.5 15.5 7.9 5.6 5900 20.60 1.86 29.999

4300 97.48 16 7.75 5.77 6490 20.85 1.92 29.513

4190 98.55 15.2 7.5 5.02 6230 20.45 1.824 30.955

3050 90.25 14.4 7 4.3 5640 20.05 1.728 40.455

7100 106.85 19.6 8 6.15 9160 22.65 2.352 16.911

13250 128 23.9 11.85 9.16 15400 24.80 2.868 8.323

4150 94.2 14 7.14 5.41 5780 19.85 1.68 32.545
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making them not ideal for storage of garbage.  Because of the practical concerns with using 

a containership, a table with heeling calculations is not included.  

Fishing Vessel 

     Fishing vessels vary greatly in size, but, for mothership purposes, only the larger ones 

in the 50 to 150m range will be considered.  These vessels are designed for long voyages 

at sea, and there are only about 500 worldwide.  Many of them have large freezer capacity, 

but it would be more beneficial for CBSea if they had saltwater fish tanks which could be 

converted into garbage holds more easily.  One idea is to charter these vessels to act as a 

mothership while they go about their regular fishing routine, but they would not be fishing 

in the areas where FRED needs to operate and would have to split their cargo capacity 

between fish and garbage.  Because of the need to convert the cargo holds to accept 

garbage, a fishing vessel would have to be purchased rather than chartered. 

     Fishing vessels come with a lot of machinery for processing the fish.  This would have 

to be removed, but space could be used for garbage processing machinery.  Large vessels 

use deck cranes with hatches and side doors to handle cargo.  Crustacean fishers often use 

conveyor belts.  Fishing vessels also have powerful winches and deck equipment that could 

be useful, for example, to haul FRED up a ramp on the stern if using cranes is not a good 

option.  Fishing vessels have potential as a mothership for FRED, but they might be hard 

to come by with such a limited number in the world fleet.  They also would require serious 

overhaul of the cargo spaces to accommodate garbage.  Because of the practical concerns 

with using a fishing vessel, a table with heeling calculations is not included. 
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Dredge 

     Dredges have cranes that could scoop garbage out of FRED, or possibly lift FRED.  

However, dredges do not have cargo holds and have other deck equipment that would not 

be useful.  The biggest issue with dredges is that they are not designed for operation in the 

open ocean.  Because of the practical concerns with using a dredge, a table with heeling 

calculations is not included. 

Barge with Tugs 

     Ocean Towing and Salvage tugs are the largest and have the highest power.  They are 

over 50 meters in length and are meant for multi day ocean voyages, towing barges and oil 

rigs long distance. While it is possible to pull a barge with a tug, it is more efficient to push 

a barge with a tug that docks into its stern. The main reason for having a tug acting 

essentially as a detachable propulsion module is for reduced manning requirements and 

therefore reduced operation cost. These tug-barge combinations used to be called 

Integrated Tug-Barges, ITB, which involved a rigid connection between the two vessels.  

Because of changes in regulation, they are now called Articulated Tug-Barges, ATB, which 

are connected such that the two vessels can pitch independently.  ATBs frequently take on 

ocean voyages.   

     The benefit to CBSea for using this system would be reduced cost.  However, it would 

be necessary to outfit the barge with whatever systems needed to handle FRED and the 

cargo.  Because barges come in so many sizes, and because the barge and the tug are two 

separate entities, a table with heeling calculations was not included.   
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OSV (Offshore Support Vessel) 

     There are two types of OSV that have potential use as a mothership.  One is Platform 

Supply Vessels, PSVs, which are mainly for exchange of supplies for oil rigs and have 

deck cranes for cargo handling.  Anchor Handling Tug Supply vessels, AHTSs, are large 

and capable of towing oil rigs, with large storage bins for chains.  They also have large 

winches.   

     All OSV’s have good dynamic positioning capability.  Some deck machinery may get 

in the way of operations involving FRED, but much of it could be made useful.  Most 

OSV’s have special cylindrical pressure power cargo tanks that would be ineffective for 

garbage storage.  It would make most sense to remove such tanks so the square holds 

encasing them could be used to store garbage.   

     Table 11 below provides the principal characteristics of OSVs.  Because OSVs are 

relatively small compared to other motherships, they all heeled to a relatively large angle 

based on the assumed size of FRED.  If an OSV were used, FRED would have to be 

designed to a much smaller size, which is not ideal.   

Table 11. Typical OSV's 

Source:  Lamb, Ship Design and Construction Vol II 

 

Heavy Lift 

     There are four types of heavy lift ships:  project cargo ships, open deck cargo ships, 

dock ships, and semi-submersible ships.  Project cargo ships are the most common and 

DWT, tonne LBP, m B, m D, m T, m Cargo Capacity, m^3 Lever Arm (d), m GM, m Heel Angle (Degrees)

2200 60.2 16 7.3 5.3 215 20.85 1.92 47.892

4200 79.7 18.8 7.6 6 300 22.25 2.256 27.761

3350 66.8 16 7 5 320 20.85 1.92 36.002

2750 69.3 18 8 6 280 21.85 2.16 39.507

5300 80.7 24 9.7 7 340 24.85 2.88 20.048

3700 76.3 18.5 10 8.25 390 22.10 2.22 31.094

4700 94.2 21 8.2 6.2 - 23.35 2.52 23.841
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have very flexible cargo arrangement although they are relatively small.  Most of them 

have cranes and some have a stern ramp for roll on/roll off cargo handling.  The stern ramps 

range in strength from 400 t to 2500 t capacity.  The cranes can handle up to 1600 t if 

working in tandem.  Project cargo ships are typically meant for carrying objects on the 

order of size of ship engines, ship modules, and container cranes.  These ships also have 

container holds and movable tween-decks to help with roll on/roll off flexibility. The 

container holds are usually a large box shaped open space and allow for cargo storage 

above decks on top of the flat hatch covers.  The hatch covers are designed to handle 

uniform loads of 3.5 t/m2.  The cargo capacity can range from 2,000 to 15,000 t.  Table 12 

below contains principal characteristics of typical project cargo ships.  Only some of these 

ships have a safe heel angle based on the calculation, so the ship would have to be chosen 

carefully.  

Table 12.  Typical Project Cargo Ships 

Source:  Lamb, Ship Design and Construction, Vol II 

 

     Open deck cargo ships are not very common, as most were built in the 1980s.  While 

they cannot submerge, they have an open cargo deck and a full width stern ramp.  The 

cargo deck is strengthened to handle heavy local loads.  The capacity ranges from 8000 to 

18,000 t.  Table 13 contains principal characteristics and heeling angle calculations for 

some existing open deck ships. 

DWT, tonne LBP, m B, m D, m T, m Lift cap, tonne Lever Arm (d), m GM, m Heel Angle (Degrees)

2640 85.01 16.76 16.8 5.13 2 x 216 21.23 2.0112 41.868

13400 128.9 22.86 13 9 2 x 350 24.28 2.7432 8.422

20760 152 25.4 13.5 9.45 630 25.55 3.048 5.172

9800 112.35 20.6 10.3 7.2 2 x 175 23.15 2.472 12.090

7139 98.5 20.65 10.49 7.29 2 x 500 23.17 2.478 16.365

5182 87.55 17.75 11.35 6.8 2 x 250 21.72 2.13 23.806

7925 93.5 20.98 13.32 7.49 400 + 250 23.34 2.5176 14.693

70975 135 26.5 16.27 6.5 2 x 800 26.10 3.18 1.485

13740 134 28.3 14.8 8.24 2 x 550 27.00 3.396 7.390

16516 127.9 22.8 12.95 9.8 2 x 400 24.25 2.736 6.859
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Table 13. Typical Open Deck Ships 

Source:  Lamb, Ship Design and Construction, Vol II 

 

     Dock ships tend to have higher freeboard, with gantry cranes capable of travelling the 

sides and handling cargo and hatch covers with 150 to 300 t capacity.  These vessels also 

have stern ramps so cargo can be rolled on and off, or floated on and off if the ship can 

submerge.  Most ships can submerge to 2.5 to 5 m depth above the cargo deck.  Typical 

cargoes included dredges, barges, ship modules, and container cranes.  Table 14 below 

contains principal characteristics and heeling angle calculations for typical dock ships.   

Table 14. Typical Dock Ships 

Source:  Lamb, Ship Design and Construction Vol II 

 

     Semi-submersible ships can submerge until their main deck is 6 to 14 m below the 

surface and load cargo using the float on/float off method.  However, some ships can also 

operate with roll on/roll off or lift on/lift off methods.  All of these ships have large amounts 

of clear deck space.  Some ships have under deck cargo holds and cargo tanks.  These 

vessels typically handle oil rigs, drydocks, naval ships, and dredgers.  Table 15 below 

DWT, tonne LBP, m B, m D, m T, m Lever Arm (d), m GM, m Heel Angle (Degrees)

20230 152.62 38 9 6.34 31.85 4.56 4.425

10045 117 30 7 4.5 27.85 3.6 9.795

9300 120 27.03 7 4.52 26.36 3.2436 11.085

10377 143 32.2 8 5.03 28.95 3.864 9.193

DWT, tonne LBP, m B, m D, m T, m Lever Arm (d), m GM, m Heel Angle (Degrees)

13110 116 24.2 15 8.89 24.95 2.904 8.357

15153 126.52 24.2 15 8.89 24.95 2.904 7.243

4074 95.6 20.4 10.95 4.83 23.05 2.448 27.387

4244 93.76 20.5 8.9 4.87 23.10 2.46 26.379

5710 121 20.24 12.64 6.28 22.97 2.4288 20.368

60000 215 32.2 17.8 7 28.95 3.864 1.603

13230 125 34.2 16.7 5.15 29.95 4.104 7.049
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contains principal characteristics of typical semi-submersible ships.  The heeling angle 

calculations show that none of these vessels have potential stability issues.   

Table 15. Typical Semi-Submersible Ships 

Source:  Lamb, Ship Design and Construction Vol II 

 

Catamaran 

     Catamarans are typically designed for high speed and low resistance or wake, and 

usually at a higher cost.  The likelihood of finding a catamaran for sale that fulfills the 

CBSea needs for a mothership is slim, as most are ferries.  It would be impractical to make 

one as a newbuild because of the cost and extensive need for new design work.  Because 

of this impracticality, a table with heeling angle calculations is not included.   

  

DWT, tonne LBP, m B, m D, m T, m Lever Arm (d), m GM, m Heel Angle (Degrees)

14122 130 32 8.5 6.26 28.85 3.84 6.801

17500 160 32 8.5 6.26 28.85 3.84 5.497

46300 174.7 50 12 8.77 37.85 6 1.749

24800 165.7 40 12 9.06 32.85 4.8 3.540

33700 162 40 12 8.8 32.85 4.8 2.606

32187 170.95 32.26 13.3 9.97 28.98 3.8712 2.984

47500 213.9 41.15 13.55 9.96 33.42 4.938 1.830

56000 206.5 42 13.3 10.1 33.85 5.04 1.540

18000 145 32.2 10 7.5 28.95 3.864 5.330
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HEAVYLIFT CALCULATIONS 
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